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ABSTRACT 
As one of the undergraduates pursuing Degre~ in Bachelor of Computer Science 
at Computer Science and Information Technology Faculty (FSKTM), University of 
Malaya, are required to carry out a thesis project as a partial fulfilment of the 
requirements for the course. 
Thus, my project title is Educational Mathematics Games (EMG) For Algebra. 
It is an educational computer games system. With the motive of introducing algebra 
knowledge to the students more effectively, the system implements the concept of 
multimedia, which integrates text, graphics, animations and audio into the games· 
display, to make the games more at1ractive especially to the teenagers. 
EMG For Algebra emphasize on the addition, subtrnction, multiplicntiun nnd 
division operations unto algebra. and ulso the polynomial as well . The EMG of Algd >m 
covers largely portion of secondary schools' mathematics syllabus for ulgcbm. Therefore, 
the main target users of EMG for Algebra are secondary school students. their teachers 
and parents. The games wi ll be presented in the forms of multiple choices que. tion. 
subjective question, ' fa lling bricks' and puzzle. 
Visual Basic 6.0 wns used in system prototyping and coding process. Microsoft 
/\ccess 2000 was used to create database. While Adobe Photoshop 6.0 and MorphStudio 
Image Editor was used to edit the grnphics for the system. Mp3Trim and Mp3 To Wave • 
Converter used to edit the sound implemented in the sy tern 
f' inally, 1 hope the EMG for Algebra can serve to enable player. cnjo 1 them elves 
throughout the playiny und leurning process. and to achieve the objective specifi ed before 
the system is developed 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Overview 
Educational Mathematics Games (EMO) For Algebra is an educational computer game. It 
integrates numbers, text, graphics, animations and audio to introduce mathematical 
knowledge to the target users in a more advance and effective way. The concept of 
multimedia is implemented into the games. This is to make the games more attractive 
especially to the teenagers. 
The EMG For Algebra consists of 3 chapters~ 
I . + (add) and - (subtract) mathematical operation for algebra 
• 4p + 7s = 68 
2. x (multiply) and I (divide) mathematical operation for algebra 
• (4ps) I (6p) = 33 
3. Polynomial 
• 3p2 + 7p. 10 = 0 
Each chapter consists of 5 modules~ 
I . Multiple choice (Objective) question 
2. Subjective question 
3. falling bricks 
4. Puzzle 
5. Exit chapter 
Each module (exclude the 5lh module) then hac; 3 levels of difficulty. 
Playcr(s) will get their reward (marks or keys) when 
I . Answer a question correctly within time limit if there is (add marks). 
2. Answer scric or question ' correctly (udd murks and bonus) 
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3. Total marks collected more thnn pred~tl!n11in~d nmuunt. (add a key) 
Otherwise, part of their rewards will be rcmo ed if they not able to answer the question 
correctly. The correct answer will be shown immediately after the time limit is up or the 
player(s) submit the wrong answer. 
Besides, ' Help on EMO For Algebra' and ·Exit Game' functions are provided to assist 
user(s) whenever necessary. 
1.2 Project Scopes and Target Users 
The project scopes and target users are as follows; 
SCOPES 
EMG For Algebra covers the basic part of the world of algebra. The game cmphnsizes on 
the 
).. + (add), 
,. - (subtract), 
);.> x (multiply), 
).. I (divide) operations unto algebra and 
).. n2 polynomial 
This game covers largely portion of secondary schools' mathematics syllabus (Form 1 to 
Fonn 5) for algebra. 
TARGET USERS 
1. Secondary school students (Form I to form 5). 
2. Pre-university (form 6) and college students. 
3. The teachers who tench those students mentioned in ( I ) nnd intend to motivate 
th~ir student in the process of lcurning ulgebra. 
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4. The parents who have some hasic km>wk dgc nhout n\~bm and intend to motivate 
their children in the process of learning a lg~bra. 
5. Anybody else who are interested in this EMG or wish to learn algebra through 
playing computer games. 
1.3 Motivation 
The main reason I would like to develop an EMG by using computer and multimedia 
technologies is to change most people's perception towards the process of ]earning 
mathematics. The mathematics learning process is no longer bored but full of fun and 
challenging if we can put in the element of multimedia and games. 
Secondly, the parent age generation always bas a negative view towards computer games. 
They take playing computer games as an activity that causes the waste of time. energy 
and money, which good boys and good girls should never touch it. 
I would like to eradicate this wrong perception by introduce this EMG. the parents nrc 
encouraged to play EMG together with their children. I don' t see the point parents and 
teachers will go against this because it is an EDUCATIONAL game! 
Today, the computer has become an essential part of the world nnd greatly influences the 
field of entertainment and education. Varies types of educational computer games had 
emerged consequents of that, EMG For Algebra is one of the example. Undoubtedly, the 
computer technology helps students to learn at thei r own pace and up to their full • 
potential, while multimedia clements make learning processes more interesting. Thus, 
educational sector can no longer neglect the mass of computer and multimedia 
technologies, now and after. 
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1.4 Pro.iect Object ives 
The main objectives of developing this Educational Mnthemntics Games (EMG) For 
/\ lgebra arc as below: 
I . To enable the players enJOY themselves throughout the learning process by 
pJaying EMG For Algebra computer games. The algebra topic will no longer be 
bored and dull but full of fun and challenging. 
2. To train the players think faS1 and have confident with their own answers. The 
players arc much encouraged to come out with their own 'shortcut' way (any 
other alternative way) of solution methods, rather than just memorize the 
textbooks al l the time. 
3. To implant the latest technology (computer aided and multimedia) into the 
mathematics learning process. To enable players learn on their own rate and up to 
their full potential. 
1.5 About Educational Ma thematics Games (EMG) For Algebra 
EMG For Algebra consists of 3 chapters and each chapter consists of 5 modules. ~nch 
module (exclude the 5th module) then has 3 levels of difliculty. This is 10 mnkc 1hc gnmc. 
more challenging and to suite different standards of players. The different level of 
difficulty is distinguished by the given time limit and the form of the question. 
Further information for the fi ve modules 
1. Objective question: A question is followed by severn l choices, the player ts 
required to pick the correct answer. 
2. Subjective question: A question is fo llowed by blank answer box, the pln) er is 
required to type in the correct answer. 
3. Falling bricks: Some bricks (each contains answer) fa ll ing from the upper part of 
the screen, th" woll (contuins questions) is remained stntic al the bottom pnrt of 
the scrl.!cn. The pltiycr(s) is requi red to fi x the proper brick to thl! wall by 
matching the questions und unswcrs, before the hrick(s) touches the wall . 
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4. Puzzle: Puzzle pieces (each contains number or nlgebra. or mathematical 
operator) ore placed surrounding the puzzle board (contains mathematical 
equations and a few blank squares), the player are required to place the puzzle 
pieces into the board (place into the blank squares) corr~ctly. 
5. Exit chapter: Enable users quit from the chapter and back to the main menu 
1.6 Goals and Limits 
Goals 
• Students begin to like mathematics because it is full of fun and chaJlenging. 
• More made in Malaysia EMO products emerge. 
• More Malaysians involve in scientific and mathematics research area. 
Limits 
• Time factor. This project has to be finished within 2 semesters, therefore it is quite 
impossible for me to go in very detai l research and prototyping work when 
developing the games. Moreover, J have to do it solo. 
• Only covers secondary school syllabus. This game covers only bnsic pnrt of the 
world of algebra and does not cater for those undergraduates. Even thought the 
form 6 and college students. which are listed as target users, cannot really depend 
on the EMO For Algebra because mostly questions are too simple for them. 
• Umited question types. Only 4 question types. which are multiple choice 
questions. subjective questions. falling bricks and puzzle. 
• /,,imited m1111her of question. Due to the first limit time factor that mentioned ·• 
above, there are limited variety of questions in the databases. Player(s) could have 
getting bored afier playing many rounds in the same module because the 
questions keep on repeating. 
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1.7 System Requirements 
The computer system requirements recommended to run this game are as below: 
1. System using 500 MHz (or above) proce .. or 
2. I 28MB of primary memory space 
3. 20MB (or more) of available hard disk space 
The environments required to developed the game are: 
I. Windows 98 or Windows 2000 operating system 
2. Microsofl Visual Basic 6.0 
3. Microsoft Access 2000 
4. Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
5. MorphStudio lmage Editor 
6. mp3Trim 
7. Mp3 To Wave Converter 
1.8 Report Organb.ation 
Chapter 1 Jntroduction 
This chapter serves as an introduction to the entire report. The project overview, scopes 
and target users, motivation, project objectives, goals and limits and the hrief introduction 
of EMG For Algebra and its nature are included in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review 
This chapter records the research done and some information for project development .. 
process. 1t mainly consists of discussion on what EMO is, following by a review and 
comparison on several EMO packages that existing today. This chapter also contains 
some infonnation on the planning and development of a project, the capabilities and 
components of mu\timediu npplicntion, vu riou~ nuthoring tools nnd c entunlly the 
reviews nnd comparison of other computer gumcs which existing today. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
This chapter discusses on the importnnce and th " tlow of project management and project 
development strategy. This including varies project development life cycle and software 
prototyping methodology. The chapter will emphasize on Waterfall software 
development life cycle model, which the chosen SDLC model for developing the EMG 
For Algebra. The project schedule is also shown in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 System Analysis 
This chapter describes the initial system development phase - system analysis. This 
chapter records the reasons of choosing those chosen development tools, which will be 
used to compose the interactive user interface and to develop the system. The synthesis 
on other reviewed systems and the proposed methodology to develop EMO For Algebra. 
Besides, the functional and non-functional requi rement analysis, the sonwnre ond 
hardware requirements will be veri fi ed and discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 System Design 
This chupter documents the system design process. The pyramid analysis dingrnm is used 
to figure out the hierarchical dimension if the system. This system is di ided into 
chapters and modules and accomplish by graphical user interface screen display dt!sign. 
The database design and screen design are planned in this chapter. Besides, a f cw line 
discuss on the project outcome wi ll also recorded at the ending part of this chapter. 
Chapter 6 System Development and Implementation 
This section will show some of the minor modifications made to the previous design 
during tho system development process. 
The important part of the Visual BASIC 6.0 coding is shown for the purpose of further 
explanation. 
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Chapter 7 System Testing 
This chapter discusses about the purpose of system testing nnd testing strategy. In 
addi tion, this chapter will discuss in detai l about the u_pit testing strategies, integration 
testing and system testing focus, which applied to the EMO for Algebra. 
Chapter 8 System Evaluation and Conclusion 
This chapter will list down the system strengths and its limitations, the future 
enhancements for EMG for Algebra, problems encountered when developing the system 
and the solutions. Here, the further enhancements for the system are also suggested. 
FinaJly, the conclusion of this project will be included at the end of this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Educational Mathematics Gnmes (EMG) - Ol1ervicw 
Computers have the capacity to provide a broad range of rich mathematical experiences. 
With computers, for instance, children can use and develop their skills in geometry, data, 
algebra, and computation as they solve engaging puzzles and problems, play adventure 
games, and create on-screen machines, designs, puzzles, and even ' cities'. Computers can 
also off er players opportunities to work at an appropriate level of challenge, and to 
advance to more difficult levels in the future. 
Despite the potential of computers to engage us in significant mathematics leamjng. 
many mathematical computer games focus only on drill of number facts and practice with 
computation. There is a great deal more to fundamental mathematics for students: ftnd. 
there is a great deal more that computers can offer to help students with this content. 
The main point of build an EMG is to engage the players in appcnling mathematical 
activities, they come to appreciate that math is useful and interesting in itself: exploring 
math can be the central "play" of a computer game. 
To Choose A Good EMG 
When evaluating the mathematical content of an EMG, consider the fo llowing: 
1. What math does a player need to know in order to begin playing? 
2. What math wi ll players learn? 
3. What role docs math play in the game? 
4. Will players enjoy and appreciate the math in the game? 
5. Does the game offer levels of difficulty? 
Is The EMG Em1i\able'l 
It is importunt to engage students in using EMGs hy offering them experiences that are 
both Cl\joyuble nnd educationul, ruthcr than by playing to inaccumtc nnd potentially 
9 
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harmful stereotypes. Many computer games luw~ bl.~n created involve a great deal of 
conflict and violence, primarily male characters, nnd competition. ln recent years, some 
computer game designers have attempted to nttmct girls to computers by offering games 
that focus on themes such as shopping, dating, and make·up. However, for the most part, 
these efforts have not yet resulted in qualiry educntional games software. 
Another aspect to equity is learning style: . ome learners enjoy being presented with 
problems, others like to pose their own problems: some like to design and invent, others 
prefer to ext<.:nd and adapt what others have c reated~ some are motivated by time 
pressure, others find it distrl! sing. Computers have the potential to address the needs of a 
wide variety of learning styles, and sometimes many needs can be accommodated within 
a single progrnm. 
When evaluating whether an EMG is equitable, consider the following: 
I. Who are the main characters in the game? 
2. What is the context or story of the game? 
3. Are there possibilities for working collaboratively? 
4. Does the game contain any hannf ul gender, ethnic, or other stereotypes? 
5. What kind of learning environment docs the game offer (e.g. time pres.l\ure. 
opportunities to design and invent, solving given problems)? 
How To Identify A Good EMG? 
A good game, whether the EMGs or else games, is one that players want to play again 
and again. There are several characteristics that good games share: the goal and rules are 
clear; it's easy for players to keep track of their progress as they play: the game can be ,, 
played with a variety of strategies; the gwnc offers variety (for instance, because players 
can make different choices, or the game contains a random element such as a die): and 
the game is so motivating that players are willing to persevere when facing challenges 
ond to work to improve their strategics so they con become better players. Although 
many educational computer games nvailnblc today offer attcntion·getting graphics, 
10 
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sound, and otl1er special effoc..'t:s, these cun hecomc tiresomt' if tht! gnmt! itself is not well-
structurecJ and appropriately challenging. 
When evaluating whether a piece of snftwnrc is n good gnmc, consider the following: 
I. Docs the game offer nricty, o that pla ers can play repeatedly without getting 
bort!cl? 
2. Docs the game offer challenge, so that players can continue playing as their slrills 
increase? 
3. Docs the game have o goal? What is it? 
4. How many players can play at once? Do players collaborate or compete? 
5. Wi ll the context, characters, and story be appealing to the players? 
The Credits Should Go To EMG 
It's a computer game: Today, the educationalists have found out one that traditional 
education largely ignores, which is learning through playing games. Many students tind 
mathematics a boring subject, a lot of formulas to be memorized, a lot of theorems to he 
applied in appropriate situations, which most of the formulas nnd thcor~ms have very 
little connections to their daily life. Many students by their own nature like 10 play games 
rather than solving mathematics problems. Some of them even visit nrcnde centers, which 
they are not suppose to enter, to play computer games. Thanks to the first person who 
were so innovative to put mathematics and computer games in the crossroad and cam~ 
out with the first EMG (educational mathematics games). Very few students feel 
reluctant to learn mathematics through playing games. Nowadays. students can enjoy 
their learning process by merging their hobby and learning in a way. 
On the 8pot evaluation: With the advance of computer hardware and software products, 
the processing speed and memory capacity has increased. The computers are really so 
powerful 10 deliver first-handed teaming experiences. l11c respond time of oomputers is 
becoming shorter ond shorter, this causes our PCs be able to interact with users in real 
time. Thorcfore, utmost all of the EMGs in the murkel provide real time respond to the 
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players. This is a very important factor to consider wh~'n w~ are trying to use EMGs as 
learning aid tools. When players answer u question correct!~ or make a correct 
movement, reward shall be given immediately to mo1ivat l.! them to keep on exploring and 
learning. Similarly if players make fnlse mo ements, the system must be able to give 
proper respond immediately, it can be sort of punishment like minus marks, a warning 
prompt out or else, then the system must be able to show proper steps and answers if the 
players wish to know. From here the players can learn from mistakes and improve their 
problem solving and decision-making skills. Thus, EMGs are better than traditional 
learning methods in the aspect of the students can be evaluated from time to time without 
much human intervention. 
Provoke innovative thinking: The creation of EMG itself is already an innovative piece 
of work, many of the games are actually founded by stories, fairy talcs. and some other 
very attractive themes. This is much different from the school textbooks that just with 
solid facts and theorems. ln the games, students arc alwoys cncourngcd to think 
divergently to solve problems. The mathematical problems are mnnipulutcd in many 
ways to test the students' understanding of the basic theory. Thus, students must cxplor~ 
and try whatever steps they can think off on their own, including those methods never 
taught in the school. 
EMGs for Algebra - Overview 
We just discuss about generally how EMGs look like, now I nm going to narrow down 
the scope, which I would like to touch on the EMGs particularly for Alg~bm. 
Very briefly about algebra aod its history: Al'Khwari7.TTli, whose full name is Abu 
Abd-Allah ibn Musa ul'Khwarizmi, was born about AD 790 neor Baghdad, and died 
about AO 850. 1 lis most irnportont contribution, written in AD 830, wns Hisnb al-jnbr w' 
al-muqahnln. From the ol-jabr in the title we get algebra. The treatise de elops n sy. tcm 
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for the solutions of quadratic expressions including gc:omt:tric principles for completing 
the square. 
Al'Khwarizmi also gave a classification system for quadratics. He devotes a chapter to 
each chapter in his treatise and gives methods in sol ing each differently. 
Six Types of Quadratics 
1. Squares equal to roots (x2 = square root of 2) 
2. Squares equal to numbers (x2 = 2) 
3. Roots equal to numbers (square root of x = 2) 
4. Squares and roots equal to numbers (x2 + 3x = 25) 
5. Squares and numbers equal to roots (x2 + 1 = 9) 
6. Roots and numbers equal to squares (Jx + 4 = x2 ) 
Al' Khwarizmi also gives geometric proofs of these methods. ln 11 45, avmmrdn 
published Liber embadorum that gave the complete solution of the quadratic cquntions. 
Jn 1494, the first edition of Summa de arithmcticn, gcomctricn, proponioni et 
proportionalita was published. It sets out equation systematically and nlgebraicnlly, as in 
the following translated equations: 
(6 + square root of I 0)( 18 - square root of 90) = (108 - square root of 3240 + square root 
of 3240 - square root of 900), which is 78 
Scipione dal foerro is the first credited with solving cubic equations algebmically, around 
\515. However, he could only solve cubic equations with the form 
x3 + mx = n 
He kept this work a secret until 1526 when he revealed it to his student Antonio fior. ' 
Soon, the work was common knowledge around Bologna, where dal Ferro taught at the 
University of Bologna. 
Other observations in the field of complex equations were also made, primarily that of 
Hurriot. I le observed thot if 
x h, x • c, x d then 
(x - b)(x - c)(x - tl) O 
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which allowed more uses for the cubic equotinns. Mnny proofa ntler this followed, 
including ones which first proved those principles nlg~bmicntly, instead of geometrically. 
The further use of algebra supplemented modem mnthematics in a very important way. 
The computer technologies went in: Decades ago, the concept of putting algebra into 
computer games, once esoteric, is now becoming very common in the educational 
establishments. The whole world waited until near 1980s, group of genius came out with 
the idea of educationnJ coursewarc, slowly pushed the educational mathematics games 
software to be popularize around the world during 1990s until today, of course the EMG 
For Algebra is one type of EMG products. 
The Contribution of Computer Technologies To Learning Process 
1. The students can have their own learning styles and preferences, without much 
interfering from the fixed syllabus, classmates and teachers. 
2. The students are free to learn at their own pace! and up to their full potential. 
without much intervention from the school syllabus. 
3. Multimedja: more interesting and reality to the students, compan! to the facts. 
theories and theorems which have no connections to their dai ly life. 
4. With the visual, sound and animation effects, it can enlarge one's memory 
capacity because the students pay more attentions to it. 
5. Self-motivation. There is nobody at the side to push you. For example, when the 
students are attracted to the EMG, they will be very motivated to take the 
challenge and try to overcome whatever problems encountered. 
6. Students develop various intellectual skills and research spirits, by the help of 
learning uid tools. Thus build up a strong relationship between learners and 
knowledge. 
7. The system con track the students' progress from time to time and rocommt!nd 
next sequence or complexity of task to them. 
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2.2 EMG - Planning and l>cv<.'lo1•ment 
Certainly I would not discuss very deeply about how to develop an BMG For Algebra in 
this chapter, but l will state some of th!! rensons wh 1 proper pianning before develop a 
system or a project is so important. A structurc!d approach throughout the planning, and 
an excellent planning throughout the project development can help to save a great deal of 
time and resources. Ideally, everything included the resources available, skills or 
technologies available and the goal of the project have to be identified and planned before 
the programmers start to code. 
There are few factors that must consider and plan before a development process start. 
Those arguments not only applicable to the EMG For Algebra Project, but also applicable 
to mostly software development projects. 
Overview. Motives and Objectives 
First of all, the project overview, the motivations to develop the project nnd the objectives 
of the project must be ruled out before any further planning can proceed. The motives to 
start a project usually come from a person of a group of people, which hus strong f cel ing 
that something has to be done to fulfill the lacking part of an environment or the society 
With the resources and technologies avai lable during the time frame, the pan.icular 
person or the group of people may come out with ideas or proposals to start a project. 
The project's objectives then identified and agreed. Base on that, the project overview, 
with a rough description of how the user interface will appear, what the project doing and 
dealing with and the content of the project can be planned. 
Resources and Technologies Available 
After knowing the outline of the project' s content and user interface, one can figure out 
the resources and technologies needed to support the development of the project. The 
word ' resources' here means the material such as images, video, graphi c~. photos, sound, 
text, animations, hardware and software needed, nnd how much hour (how long it will 
toke) and money needed. 
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The technologies available means how ad nncc th~ r urrl' tlt sonware and hardware are, 
and nevertheless the most important - how mnny system n,nnlyst, grogrammers or experts 
do we have? 
With the collected infom1ation, one should produce a master plan or a workflow 
dependent on the resources in hand and the time limit. 
Flowcharts 
This is sort of diagram expanded from the project outline produced previously. There are 
ways to draw flowcharts for a project. Basically, all the flowcharts are to serve the 
purpose of showing the project's main structure to the programmer before any coding 
process take place. 
The flowcharts must take care of as much as the possibil ity might occur when the user 
use the system. The user must always given a chance to redo the steps that hdshe hns 
done it wrongly, and the system must be able to recover from uny fuilure. The 
programmer will then code the requirements into the system. 
Prototyping 
Prototyping is a technique for building a quick and rough version of a desired system or 
parts of that system. The prototype illustrates the system to the users and the designers. It 
allows the users and the designers to see naws and invent ways to improve the system. lt 
serves as a communications vehicle for allowing persons who requi re the system to 
review the proposed user interaction with the system. 
• A prototype is used where the functions and detailed design of a system are not • 
yet fully understood. 
• The prototype is used to explore and solidify the functions and design. 
1t has been said that ' a picture is worth a thousand words', but a prototype would worth 
lcn thousnnd word!i or more. A prototype is fundamentally different from any paper 
descript ion, it is reul nnd manipulutablc. A prototype cnn be just modified by the 
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designers as well as the users, thus kt tht! u~t!t. gt' l a fl'd for how their system will look 
like before system delivery. 
When a prototype is reviewed seriously hy end user.;, they almost always change 
something. This implies that, without proper prototype or no prototype at all. a system 
would have been built that wns less than satisfactory. Prototyping does so much to solve 
the problem of inadequate communication between designers and users. 
There are tools in the market today to help the prototyping process. One of them is RAD 
(Rapid Application Development), the benefits of using RAD is fast and in RAD 
lifecyclc, the prototyping tool should be built with the final development tool so that they 
pass directly from the user design phase to the construction phase. Other prototyping 
tools are JAD, SAA, l·CASE Toolset and so on. 
Programming and Testing 
After everyone has cleared about the system's requirement and characteristic, th~ project 
team then can decide which authoring tool , databosl: design tool und multimcdio software 
to use to develop the system. This is very important because if proper tools and ofhvnre 
are chosen, !,'Teat deal of time can be save throughout the development process. 
When everything is planned and understood by everybody who ore involved, the coding 
process then can proceed to create the application. The user interface then cnn be seen. 
Since the concept of prototyping is being implemented, the system will be reviewed and 
tested (module by module at the beginning) from time to time to improve the system. 
After the system finish developed or almost developed, the programmer will do the initial 
testing. Once the programmer feels satisfy with the system, then the project is said ended •• 
the development port. Further testing process then should be given to the user or other 
parties. The feedback from there should be consider and try 10 modify the system if 
necessary. 
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Evaluation 
Finally, come to the evaluation part. Sometimes. it can be included into the prototyping 
process but sometimes this is impossible. For 1m cducntional eomputer games or any 
other educational coursewarc, the best target audiences to test with are the students, their 
parents and their teachers. So, one can start to test it with a group of students, let them 
have their time to play around with the games, maybe for a few days or weeks. They 
might be interviewed everyday or at the last day of the testing period, the feedback from 
them should then be reviewed. 
The are ways to get the feedback from them who involved in the evaluation process, one 
is interview but we still can provide questionnaires, and any information that they wish to 
give us through any other ways. All information obtained is very useful for us to improve 
the system in the future. 
2.3 Multimedia 
Consequents from the mass and advance of science and technology especially the 
computer technolOb')'. the concept of multimedia was widely spread oner 1980 nnd today 
it is almost apply to every field in our society. The sectors that most innuenccd ure 
computing sector, telecommunicating sector, publishing sector, education ~ ector, 
entertainment sector and television/radio broadcasting sector. The advance of multimedia 
technology today has a great impact unto the entertainment sector especially to the 
making of movies. 
Before the computer multimedia comes in, there were slides projection with human 
narration and movies that brought up the points of multimediu. Both the early time • 
multimedia tools had already played very import.ant roles in the education sector. 
I lowever, nobody use the term multimedia at that time. 
Hence, 'multimedia' is quite a new word and new term in English, many professionals 
found it difficult to give it a definition that can satisfy every context. 
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Definition 
Multimedia is one of the most overused tcnn in our society today. T}Je word ' multimedia' 
only came the world around the year of 1990, at tlie beginning of ·the '1990s, many people 
even the professionals could not agree with each other about the definition of 
' multimedia', the worst was went until , ')nultimedia is undefined". Even though until 
today, the situation still goes, "if you asked 10 different people for the definition of 
multimedia, you will certainly get at least 10 different answers". This is partly because 
the concept of multimedia is much depending on the environments, and the fields that it 
applied. 
However, in our context, ' multimedia' can be derived this way: 
"Multimedia is a combination of images, text, graphics, sound, animations and vicleo 
delivered by some form of computer tecbnolot.'Y· A multimedia system is characterized 
by computer-controlled, integrated production, manipulation, presentation, storage nnd 
communication of independent infonnation, which is encoded at least through a 
continuous (time-dependent) and a discrete (time-independent) medium." 
The multimedia components that can he discussed included text, imag~, voice, video, 
animations and data storage. 
Text 
Below are some of the guidelines to be followed when using text in multimedia: 
1. Make sure every word on the display screen is just the comfortable size to be 
viewed at. This does not mean we must try to enlarge the font size to as large as 
possible, but rnnke sure it is comfortable to users' eyes. We can place difTt!rent • 
font sizes in a page to highlight certain important words, but there is a limit of 
maximum 3 font sizes to be used, anymore than that will make the page look 
untidy and messy. 
2. Do not use a lot of different font typefaces. ll1ere is nlso a limit of maximum 3 
font typcfoccs to be used in n puge. Too many font typefaces in a page is very 
tiring to oo read by thc user. 
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3. The spacing between words, l in~s nnd parngmphs have to be adjusted accordingly 
if necessary. The arrangement of tc~1 directl 1 affects u eFs' reading speed their 
tendency to cont inue reading. 
4. We can try different colours to make text more legible or stand out. Again we 
should not use more than 3 colours (including black and white). 
5. For very important words like heading, title or key instruction, we can try other 
effects, such as drop shadows, making the tex1 curved or blink to attract users' 
attention. 
6. Finally, never try to highlight a line of sentences by using all capital letters 
because sentences in mixed case are easier to read compare to those are in just 
capital letters. For instance: 
• SENTENCES fN MIXED CASE ARE EASIER TO READ. 
• Sentences in Mixed Case are Easier to Read. 
Images 
Vector Graphics - Image vector are built up from basic drawing instructions such ns 
line, triangle, rectangle, ellipse and so on. Many drawing packages can help the user. to 
gather those basic drawing instructions to form image objectc;. For example, a 3-D 
transparent cubic box (image object) is made up by 12 equal length straight lines (basic 
drawing instructions). 
r3esides that, images also can be scanned in or digitized from photograph, piece of 
artwork or a video. 
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Bitmaps and Pixmaps - A frame buffer to tore vector graphics. The images are stored 
in the fonn of pixels (reflects a matrix of dots o ~r the cqmputer display screen, a kind of 
digital data). The size of the frame bufTer is depend on the s 'Ste!l), system with high 
resolution will take up more space. For example, system with the resolution 1024 x 1024 
and 24bit/pix will need a 3MB frame bufTer. In the black-and-white system, frame buffer 
is called bitmap, but it is pixmap in the colour system. 
Voice 
Voice (audio) information can be represented digitally. To get a good representation of 
sound in digital format (digital sound), we need to sample its amplitude at a rate (samples 
per second, smp/sec) equal to at least twice the maximum frequency (Hertz, Hz) of the 
analog signal. For high quality sound like what recorded in the CD-ROM) 44100 smplsec 
is the rate used. After sampling, the signaJ amplitude must be put in digilal form. 16 bits 
per sample arc usually used for each channel for stereophonic compuct disk. In this cnsc. 
more than 65536 levels of amplitude can be distinguished. Thu:;, without compression, 
digital voice requires 705600 bits of storage space per second for each channel. A CD is 
usually rated at the capacity of about 650MB, this lead to an audio capacity of about onl! 
hour of stereo sound per one compact disk. 
MIDl (Musical Instrument Digital Interface): MIDI is a communication standard 
developed for electronic musical instruments and computers. It provides a very efficient 
way of recording the performance infonnation required to play music. It is not digiti1.ed 
sound, but a series of commands which a Ml DJ playback device interprets to reprodu~ , 
the sound. 
Video 
Digital Video - Digital video is stored in files on n hard disk or CD-ROM. 1t can crvc 
over the computer network. Digital video allows the user to select randomly the specific 
clips. Using digital module takes slightly more lime, but no more than identifying 
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photographs to be made into slides has taken. Rercnt impro ements in hardware and 
sofl:ware have ullowed the quality of digitnl video to meet or surpass that of videotape. 
Live Video Feeds Provide interesting real-time object of multimedia links. Any 
television channel or live camera feed can be the object of a link. For example, the 
medical student can view an operation such as heart transplant live through their PC. This 
wi ll show them the situation in the operation theatre. 
Animations 
Animations are the rapid display of images such that the pattern of image display causes 
the appearance of movement for the objects contained in the image. To create an 
animation, you need to produce the sequence of objects that arc to be displayed and then 
display that sequence at a particular display rate. 
Many animations display their image sequences m a looping fashion. The mn.Jor 
parameter of an animation is the number of image frames it displnys per-second. The 
more frames per-second that arc displayed, the smoother the animation appears to he. 
If an animat ion is not designed correctly, this often results in part in I images b ' ing 
displayed. GIF images can be stored in interlaced and non·interlaced fom1nts. The pixels 
of an interlaced image are stored in rows of pixels, but the rows arc out of order. The 
pixels of a non-interlaced image are stored in the same order that the pixels appear on 
screen. One common problem with animation is that the animation flickers as each image 
is displayed. Double Buferring is a technique used to achieve smooth animations in 
Canvases or Panels. While the program renders one image on the screen, it can build the 
next image in an off-screen bufTer. 1t is memory and CPU consuming but is unavoidable 
as soon as you want to animate something. 
Data Storage 
A computer makes no diffcrnnt with u typewriter if it docs not provide data storage 
facility. From the quotntion uhovc reflects that how importnnt data storage facility is to a 
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computer system. Computers mainly consist or t\\ O types of memory. The first one is 
primary memory (fast retrieval but more expensive, limited capaeity) and next is 
secondary memory (cheaper, huge capacity but slow retrieval). 
Below arc two types of disk that serve secondary memory storage to store huge capacity 
of multimedia presentation products. 
1. Hard Disks - Build in the computer' s central processing unit (CPU), it was once 
very expensive but the price has dropped tremendously and the storage capacity 
has increased over the years. Nowadays, we can easily get a PC with hard disk's 
total storage capaci ty more than 5GB. Multimedia requires large amounts of disk 
space because a multimedia work usually consists of animated graphics and 
photos, audio and video that take up a lot of space. For a computer game like 
EMG For Algebra, the hard disk at least 20MB in a standalone computer is 
required. 
2. CD-ROM - Compact Disk Read Only Memory were develop to store n range of 
data in digital format. The laser beam technology is used to write datn und rend 
the information stored in the CO-ROM through CO drive. A piece of compact 
disk can accommodate up to 650MB. Therefore, mostly computer games in tht' 
market can fixed in one CD-ROM. 
2.4 Programming Languages 
At its most basic level, programming a computer simply means telling it what to do, and 
this vapid-sounding definition is not even a joke. There are no other truly fundamental 
aspects of computer programming: everything else we talk about will simply be the 
details of a particular, usually artificial , mechanism for telling a computer what to do. 
Sometimes these mechanisms arc chosen because they have been found to be convenient 
for programmers (people) to use~ other times they have been chosen bccuuse they arc 
easy for the computer to understand. The fi rst hard thing about progratnming is to learn, 
become comfortable with, und uccept these urtificinl mechanisms, whether they make 
··sense" to you or not. 
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In fact, you should not worry if some: (or ' en mnny) or the m~ohanisms used for 
programming a computer do not mak~ sense. Many computer programming mechanisms 
are quite arbitrary, and were chosen nol becnuse of nny th~oretioal motivation but simply 
because we needed an unambiguous way to say something to a computer. 
In this chapter, I am going to review on some of the programming languages, which are 
popular and widely used today. The three very powerful programming languages that I 
am going to study after this are actually the Visual BASIC, Java and C. 
Visual BASIC 6.0 
Visual BASIC is a programming language that encapsulates the complexities of the 
windows application program interface (API) into easily manipulates object. Visual 
BASIC is a visual oriented programming language. It is one of the most flexible visual 
object oriented programming language. Visual BASIC has one to many relationship. in 
which one instruction leads to a series of machine level instruction. It is a forth 
generation programming language with more Engl ish-like word such as If, Else. Dim nnd 
so on. Thus, it is relatively easier to learn , to use and to understand compare to those third 
generation languages. 
Visual BASIC is an event oriented programming language. Event oriented language 
implies that an application waits for an event to occur before taking any action. E ent 
such as presses a key on the keyboard or clicks a mouse button. With this event, the 
complete wait for a key press or a mouse click. 
Beside, Visual BASIC is able to handle Structured Query Language (SQL) statement to 
access and manipulate database in Microsoft Access. 
Visual BASlC has many versions, here I am going to focus on the sixth ers1on. As 
Microsoft releases the sixth version of its award winning development toot, more than 
50% of all professional developers are using the Visual BASIC language. The Micro oft 
Visual 13ASIC dcvd opment system version 6.0 is the most productive toot for creating 
high performance components und applications. Visual BASIC 6.0 ofTers de elope~ the 
abi lity to create robust npptications that reside on the client or server, or operate in a 
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distributed n-tier environment. Visual BASIC 6.0 is th~ Rnpid Application Development 
(RAD) tool available either as a stand-alone product or ns n part of the Visual Studio 6.0 
suite of tools. 
Visual BAS/(' 6.0 Benefits: 
I . Use the Visual BASIC 6.0 integrated Visual Database Tools and New Data 
Environment Designer to visually design Oracle & Microsoft Structured Query 
Language (SQL) Server databases and create reusable data access queries. Look 
at that - all without leaving the Visual BASlC environment. 
2. Build server-side Web applications that are easily accessible from any browser on 
any platform with Visual BASIC 6.0 Web Classes. Program highly interactive 
web pages as easily as a Visual BASIC form with the new Dynamic Hypertext 
Markup Language (HTML) Page Designer. 
3. Quickly develop rich data forms, or use the new integrated Report Writer to 
develop sophisticated, hierarchical reports, all with drag-un<l-drop cnsc. 
JAVA 
The JAVA programming language is designed to meet the challenges of application 
development in the context of heterogeneous, network-wide distributed en irnnmcnts. 
Paramount among these challenges is secure delivery of applications that consume the 
minimum of system resources, can run on any hardware and software platform, and can 
be extended dynamically. 
The Java programming language originated as part of a research project to develop 
advanced software for a wide variety of network devices and embedded systems. The 
goal was to develop a small , reliable, portable, distributed, real-time operating plntform. 
Here we are going to look at some of .IA VA ' s characteristics. 
Java does not have oointcrs - Slight hype and not a posi tive one at that. Java hns nothing 
but pointers nnd nutivc types. You need to allocate memory using the "new" operator but 
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you don't have to free it (automatic gnrhngc collection will do that) and range checking is 
applied to arrays. You cannot re for to n variabl\!'s motnOf)l region (no pointer arithmetic) 
and you cannot have two types on the same memory region (union). For example: 
MyClass A,B; 
A = new MyClass(); 
B = A; 
int C,O; 
C = I: 
D = C; 
C = 2; 
B ""' A.clone(); 
II I define my own data type and 2 instances of that type. 
II I must allocate space for A before using it. 
II Band A are now pointing at the same thing any change you 
II wi ll make to A will apply to Band vice versa. 
II Two numeric variables 
II C equals I. 
II 0 equals l ; 
II C equals 2. 0 still equals I. This is because int is a 
II native type to Java which means the default action is 
II to copy it and not to create a new rcforencc to ii. 
II if you wish to copy one of your types in a similar manner you can use: 
II This will create 2 separate instances of the same type. 
Java is easy for C++ programmers - Java is very easy for CH programmers. hut you 
need to get used to the differences that look identical in .lavn and C++ but have difTcrent 
meaning. The example above is the most obvious case, but there's more. 
Java is object oriented {object based) - Java supports interfaces, which arc a ery pure 
object oriented tool. Java evangelists say java is above all regular object oriented 
languages and is in fact based on objects. Well , inventing new tenns is a real cool woy of , 
adding features, and Java does add many paradigms, but it is debatable whether they are a 
part of the object paradigm . 
.lava is small - If the mean a small class file size, Java is very small and with JOK t . 1 Jar 
file fonnnt (a compression for multiple class files) it wi ll be even smaller Java wru 
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optimized for size since it's supposed to run with low resources and low bandwidth. 
Java's APls are definitely not small , and tJ1ey are growing ot n most unbelievable rate. 
Java is secure - The bugs that were found in the early JDK were things that would have 
taken forever to be found if Java were not openly developed. Java deals with most 
security issues with the virtual machine concept, Java is secure but the issues involved 
are very complex. 
Java programs can't access the disk - Java applets in today's browsers (such as NS 3) 
cannot access the local disk in any way (read or write). Navigator 4 will allow signed 
applets to be given permission by the user to access the disk. However, in future versions 
you will be able to throw restrictions at applets so as they will only see certain parts of 
your disk. 
Java docs GlJ ls - True Java is very good at GUI development, but it's not oil thut it does. 
Java has excellent command line interfaces, and developing comrnand line Jnva utilities 
has a (possibly) bright future. 
c 
C is a relatively small programming language, but one which wears well . In fact, it is one 
of the most powerful programming languages today. 
C's small, unambitious feature set is a real advantage: there is less to learn, there isn't 
excess baggage in the way when you don't need it. But, it can also be a disadvantage to , 
certain people: since it docs not do everything for you, there is a lot you have to do it 
yourself. l Jowcvcr, to another group of programmers, this 'disadvantage' is viewed as an 
additional advantage: anything the language does not do for you, it doe. not dictate to 
you either, so you ore free to do whatever you want. 
C programming lnngungc is sometimes referred to as a ·· high-le el assembly language." 
This is hccnusc if a person htL~ programmed in assembly language, he/ he probably finds 
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C very natural and comfortable, if that person has never programmed in assembly 
language. he/she may be frustrated by C's lack of certain highc:r-level features. 
The C language was designed this way to ensure thut seemingl -simple constructions 
expressed in C would not expand to arbitrarily expensive (in time or space) machine 
language constructions when compiled. If you write a C program simply and succinctly, 
it is likely to result in a succinct, efficient machine language executable. If you find that 
the executable program resulting from a C program is not efficient, it is less likely due to 
something the compiler did behind which you have no control over. 
As mentioned above, C imposes relatively few built-in ways of doing things on the 
programmer. Some common tasks such as manipulating strings, allocating memory and 
doing input/output (1/0) are performed by calling on library functions. Other tasks which 
you might want to do, such as creating or listing directories, or interacting with a mouse, 
or displaying windows or other user-interface elements, or doing color grnphics, ore not 
defined by the C language at all . But you can do these things from a C program by calling 
on services which are peculiar to your programming environment (compiler, processor. 
and operating system) and which are not defined by the C sUlndard. 
C '~ Pms: 
l . C is small , with unambitious feature set. 
2. Less to memorize, users are free to code whatever they want with their own 
creativity to combine and manipulate those limited features. 
3. Ensure the degree of complexity of a program, avoid the seemingly-simple code 
from expands to huge and complex execution. 
4. C seldom has mistakes behind the compiler, but it 1s likely the fault of the 
programmer. 
(' 's ('ons: 
I. C does not try hur<l to protect a programmer from mistakes. 
2. C hns very limited built-in clnsscs, the users have to ' don lot a work ' . 
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3. It is sometimes quite fri ghtening ton new progmmmer bt-'Cnusc he/she may take a 
few hours to come out with a simple progmm. which is functioning well. 
2.5 Database Authoring Tool 
Database authoring tool means a software has been specially customized with the aim of 
helping developers to produce database. Mostly authoring tools required only some 
simple coding work by the user. Authoring tools are generally menu driven and the code 
is created automatically. The user might just do some modification on the codes if 
necessary. 
Microsoft Access 97 
Microsoft Access 97 is a powerful database management system (DBMS) that can be 
used to create relational database for storing information. Access tool has allowed non-
probrrammers to work with database. Microsoft Access 97 enables users to create tables, 
edit data, and use queries to find the needed data wi th very little cfTort. Access includes 
wizards can do the work of designing data entry forms, reports, and mailing lnbcls for 
users. Microsoft Access 97 has a module called Query. Structured Query Lnngungc 
(SQL) can be used in this module to retrieve, insert, delete or edit information stored in 
an Access database. 
Microsoft Access 97 provides database power to give the information to the user to make 
better decisions. It integrates data from spreadsheets and other databases, and is the easy 
way to find answers, share information over lntranets and the Internet, and build faster 
business solutions. Microsoft Access 97 allows the user to generate analyze nnd create , 
reports within hours. It inte&rrates ease of use from the data entry point to printing in 
HTML. 
For additional information, Visual C 1 1 or Visual BASIC can access the Microsoft 
Access 97 datnbnse easily by referring to the path that indicates the location of this 
Access database file. 
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2.6 Other A1>plication Software 
Other than the coding and database design authoring tools. th~re are some other authoring 
tools needed in the process to develop EMG For Algebra. Since BMG For Algebra 
accommodates multimedia concept. Some multimedia authoring tools are needed to assist 
the process of designing various graphics, tex~ sound and animations to be implemented 
in the games. 
Macromedia Director 8 
Macromedia Director 8 Shockwave Studio is the world's foremost authoring tool for 
creating interactive multimedia. Developers rely on Director to create attention-grabbing 
business presentations, advertising kiosks, interactive entertainment and educational 
products. Director supports presentation of audio, graphic, text, animation and video. It 
allows the developer to import images, sound, movie and animation from external source. 
Director 8 by Macromedia is fine customized to assist even a non-programmer to come 
out with multimedia presentation. Macromedia Director 8's characteristics ond functions 
arc represented by icons make the job simple for those users whu don ' t like to memorize 
commands and do coding. 
Macromedia Flash 5 
It is seems Macromedia Flash 5 is good at performing movies. flash movies arc graphics 
and animation for Web sites. They consist primari ly of vector graphics, but they can also 
contain imported bitmap graphics and sounds. Flash movies can incorporate interacti ity 
to permit input from viewers, and you can create nonlinear movies that can internet wi th , 
other Web applications. Web designers use Flash to create navigation controls, animated 
logos, long-form animations wi th synchronized sound, and even complete, sensory-rich 
Web sites. Flash movies arc compact, vector graphics, so they download rapidly and 
scale to the viewer's screen siz.e. 
Nowadays, we can probably watched and interacted with flash movies on many Web 
si tes. including Disney, The Simpsons. and Coca-Cola. Millions of Web users have 
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received the Flash PJayer with their computers. bmwserR or system ~oftware; others have 
downloaded it from the Macromcdia Web site. The Fla$h l?la)!er resides on the locaJ 
computer, where it plays back movies in browser. or as stanfl-alone applications. The 
Plash movie has up lo the extend - viewing u Flash movie on the Flash Player is similar to 
viewing a videotape on a VCR - the Flash Player is the device used to display the movies 
you create in the Flash authoring application. 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 is a powerful software capable of creating complex, attractive and 
beauti ful graphic. It is easy to use and learn. Graphical image can be edited, cu1 copied, 
changed color mode and adding text. Photoshop is suitable to be used by professionals 
who recognize the importance of creativity. Adobe Photoshop 5.0 allows image like clip-
art. scanned photo nnd image captured from video device to have its colour modi ficd and 
enhanced. Besides, it is very effective to create small picture or banner, using Adobe 
Photoshop 5.0 is very simple comparatively. 
2.7 Reviews On Other Computer Games 
Review on other avai lable shareware that applying multimedia technology gives me ideas 
on how EMG looks like, before l can go on with my own design of user interface and 
multimedia implementation of my project. 
Educational Mathematics Games 
I am going to list down some of EMO shareware reviewed. Those are among the good 
EMGs that we can get from the Internet or in the market, which can enl ighten me to 
design good applications and user interfaces for my projecL However, each sharcwnrc 
might have their strengths and nlso weaknesses. but 1'11 try to develop a better one, the 
shareware listed below are just to serve the purpose of reviews and references. 
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Geometry Blaster 
This game claims to cover un entire yl!nr of high school geometcy syllabus. 
The story line and players' mission: 
The Geometrons are trying to reduce the land of Dimensia from 3 dimensions to 2. Andi 
(an earth girl) and Zoid (a native of Dimensia) need your help to collect the five missing 
pieces of the Dimension Machine and save the planet. 
Each of the five pieces is located in a different area. The Capital Building contains a 
concentration game where you match figures and their names. You climb up the N-Gon 
Mountains by correctly answering multiple-choice questions. You practice estimating 
angles in the Pit of Dispair as you bounce a beam off the walls to hit a target. In the 
Building of Truth, shapes are sorted according to whether they fulfill a given statement 
(such as "the interior angles add up to 360 degrees") or not. ln the Proof Palace you will 
find geometric proofs in which the statements are out of order und you need 10 match 
them to their reasons. Once you reach the Dimension Machine you need to visualize how 
pieces fold up into a cube in order to put them in their proper slot. 
The background information for the puzzles and other topics are covered in an onlinc 
Geometry Handbook which offers 52 lessons as well as practice problems. Other onlinc 
references include a glossary, a list of theorems, geometric constructions, a calculator. a 
geoboard, and tangrams. 
AlgeBlaster 3 
This game opens with an animated sequence that introduces the .wory: 
A group of atiens from the planet of Ouadratica are suddenly attacked by the Red Nasties. 
You help the Ouadraticnns by solving algebra problems in the four areas of the game. 
In the Challenger you learn and practice algebra via video chalkboard. ex.ample window, 
practice window, or word problems. In the Decoder you match equations with written 
descriptions of equations. Correct answers provide pieces of a puzzle. When all the 
pieces arc collected, you must decode them in order to select a correct vocabulary word. 
The imulator provides practice with finding and naming points and slopes on a 
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coordinate grid wi th four quadrants. In Red Alert .. ·ou defend the buildings of a city by 
using a laser beam to blow up incoming space ships which otherwise explode upon 
landing. 
Other Computer Games 
The fo llowing is a list of other computer games shareware reviewed: 
Minesweeper 
Players' mission: 
To fi nd all the mines as quickly as possible without uncovering any of them. 
How l o play: 
On the Game menu, click New. To start the timer, cl ick any square on the playing field. 
Notes: 
The game area consists of the playing field, a mine counter, und u timer. 
You can uncover a square by clicking it. If you uncover a mine, you lose the game. 
If a number appears on a square, it indicates how many mines arc in the eight squares that 
surround the numbered one. 
To mark a square you suspect contains a mine, right-click it. 
Strategies and lips: 
If you are uncertain about a square, right-click it twice to mark it with a question mark 
(?). Later, you can either mark the square as a mine or uncover it by right-clicking again 
once or twice. 
When you have marked all mines around a numbered square, you can quickly uncover all 
empty squares around it by cl icking that square with both mouse buttons. If not all mines 
touching the square are marked, the uncovered touching squares will nash. 
Look for common patterns in numbers, which often indicate a corresponding pattern of 
mines. For example, the pattern 2-3-2 at the edge of a group of uncovered squares 
indicates o row of three mines next to the three numbers. 
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Single Player Wheel of fortune Online 
Like the TV show, the object of Single Player W11eel of Fortune Online is to correctly 
solve puzzles with category titles like "Fictional Character'' or ''Before & After". But 
unlike the TV show, you're playing this game solo. 
A complete game is comprised of three rounds (one puzzle each) followed by a Bonus 
Round. A round concludes when a player either solves the puzzle or runs out of turns. 
There arc five (5) turns allowed in each of the fi rst three (3) rounds. The Bonus Round 
concludes when a player either solves the puzzle or the 60-second timer runs out. Players 
receive a cumuJative score at the conclusion of the Bonus Round which can be ranked 
against the scores of other Station members. 
BEGINNING TO PLAY 
To start the game, spin the Wheel by clicking on the "SPIN! " button, or, if you're feeling 
lucky, try solving the puzzle. Spinning the Wheel determines the do llnr value of your 
guess -- assuming you don't land on a "BANKRUPT" or "LOSE A TURN" wedge. 
Choose a consonant by clicking on a letter in the display below the puzzle board. l f you 
guess correctly, the board will reveal your letter's position in the puzzle, nnd you'll 
receive the dollar value for every time that let1er appears in the puzzle. lf your guess was 
incorrect, a tum will be subtracted from the "Tums Left" counter. You do not lose money 
by guessing consonants incorrectly. 
BUYlNG A VOWEL 
Once you've accumulated enough money in your "Puzzle Bank", you can buy a vowel for 
$250. In order to buy a vowel, click on the appropriate vowel in the "Buy a Vowel" letter 
display. Buying n vowel always costs $250, whether that vowel appears in the puzzlt! 
multiple times or not nt ull. Note: You may select more than one vowel in succession as 
long as you hnvc at least $250 in your "Puzzle Bank". 
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LOSE A TURN 
There are four ( 4) ways to lose a turn: I) choosing a letter that'$ not in the puzzle, 2) 
landing on the "LOSE A TURN" Wheel wedge, 3) landing on the 11BANKRUPT" Wheel 
wedge, or 4) guessing an incorrect puzzle solution. If you lose five turns, then you lose 
any amount in your "Puzzle Bank" and the round is over. TIP: To check the status of your 
turn count, look at the "Turns Left" counter. 
GOING BANKRUPT 
Jn addition to losing a tum when you land on the "BANKRUPT" Wheel wedge, you lose 
all the money in your "Puzzle Bank" for the round only. You can rebuild your "Puzzle 
Bank" by making subsequent correct guesses. 
FREE SPIN 
If the Wheel comes to rest on the "FREE SPIN" wedge, you can win a "Free Spin'' token 
by correctly guessing a consonant. If you're right, the "Free Spin" token nppcnrs ~sid~ 
the "SPIN!" button. The "Free Spin" token can only be used immediately after you lose n 
turn -· even if it's the last turn in the round. Using the "Free Spin" increases the number in 
your "Tums Left" counter, but does not add any value to your "Puzzle Bank". TIP: the 
"Free Spin" token carries over from round to round, but may not be used in the Bonus 
Round. 
SOLVING PUZZLE 
When you think you can solve the puzzle, click inside the "Solve the Puzzk " t~xt 
window so your typing cursor appears, type in your answer, then cl ick the "ENTER" 
button. lf you're right, you'll ga in everything in your "Puzzle Bank". But remember -· 
spelling counts! If the puzzle is "ABE LINCOLN" and you enter "ABE LINK EN", you'll 
lose a turn for an incorrect guess! Capitalization docs not matter when solving the puzzle. 
A puzzle cirn also b~ solved simply by guessing all of its letters. TIP: The "Category" 
window may provide you a hint to solving the pu7.zlc. 
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PLA YlNG ROUNDS 
There are three standard rounds (puzzles) in a Single Player Wheel of Fortune Online 
game, followed by a special Bonus Round. ln order to progress to the Bonus Round, the 
player must have a positive amount in the "Game Total." The current round is indicated 
by the "Round" counter beneath the puzzle board. 
PLAYING TIIE BONUS ROUND 
1f you complete the first three puzzle boards with a positive score, you'll be rewarded 
with a "BONUS PUZZLE". In the Bonus Round, players are presented with a category 
and a puzzle in which the following letters are already revealed: R, S, T, L, N, and E. The 
player then makes a wager in the "Enter Your Wager" window -- anywhere from zero to 
the full amount in your "Game Total". The wagered amount wi ll appcur in the window 
above the "Bonus Round" siblll. Once a wager is accepted, the player picks three (3) 
additional consonants and one ( I) vowel from the look-up lists and clicks the "ENTER" 
button. This triggers two things: I) it reveals the position of the selected tellers if they nre 
in the puzzle, and 2) it initiates a 60-second timer. The player has 60 seconds to guess th\! 
answer to the puzzle - a red Time Left circle indicates the countdown. You may type as 
many guesses as you like in the allotted time~ each guess must be followed by clicking 
the "ENTER" button. A correct answer rewards you with the entire wager value while 
you can have multiple incorrect guesses. lf you do not correctly solve the puzzle before 
the timer runs out, your wager will be subtracted from the "Game Total". 
SCORING AND WINNING THE GAME 
The "Puzzle Bank" keeps track of your score for the current puzzle. Once you complete a 
round, the value of your "Puzzle Bank" is added to your "Game Total"; there is no way to 
lose money from your "Gaml! Total" while playing the first three rounds. During the 
Bonus Round, your wager comes from your "Game Total" (after your response, the 
wnger is cith~r added to or suhtmctcd from your "Game Total"). Afier the Bonus Round, 
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your Game Total becomes your score (not in rent dolln~. sorry . If it is high enough, your 
score might appear on one of the high scort!r lists! 
Comment On The Reviewed Computer Games 
Thus all together 4 games l had reviewed. The first 2 games are same type of games with 
the proposed EMG For Algebra. The Geometry Blaster trains the players' skill in 
applying their knowledge on the topic of geometry, while AlgeBlaster 3 emphasizes on 
the algebra. 
The last 2 games are basically to serve the entertaining purpose, to let players to have to 
have fun on it and relax themselves. 
Though those games are popular and have lots of admirers, it still possessing both 
strengths and weaknesses, which allow me to pass some comments to it. 
Strengths: 
,. The story line of AlgeBlaster 3 and Geometry f31astcr arc very attractive 
especially to the kids (boys) and teenagers. 
).... Variety of functions and modules in the Single Player Wheel of fortune Online, 
players can use their creativity to work out thei r strategy to probably solve the 
puzzle and explore to more advance modules. 
~ Minesweeper is a relatively small game and mostly home PC hns installed this 
game, therefore this game has became a "snack" game those people who hns to 
face the screen for long hours a day. 
Weaknesses: 
).... The story line of AlgeBlastcr 3 and Geometry Blaster tends to be too male-
oriented, usually gi rls won' t like those jargons like ·shooting', ' plane( and so on. 
)... Those games arc too ·mouse-clicks oriented', the players are just required to use 
the mouse-button to due with the game. This might indirectly cause the players to 
neglect the usage of keyboard and over depend on the mouse. 
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).r The graphic resolution for those onlinc gnmcs nre to low makes the screen 
displays become blurred when players trying to enlnrge the games• screen. 
).r Lack of different level of difficulty: Single Player Wheel of fortune Online does 
not provide levels of difficulty of the puzzle, all standards of players are required 
to play from the beginning with the randomly pick puzzles. 
2.8 Conclusion 
After a survey has been carried out on various authoring tools available, the previous 
work done by other researchers and other computer games, it gives me some ideas about 
how an educational computer game is look like and the outline of EMG For Algebra. No 
matter what tools used and what runtime environment selected, the system has to have 
the ability to support multimedia application. 
Visual Basic 6.0 or other versions might be a suitable authoring tool to hdp in the sy~tcm 
prototyping and coding process, since Microsoft Access 97 database development tool 
works well with Visual Basic, it can be used to create system's database. Mocromedin 
Director or Flash can be used to create multimedia effects in the games. 
After reviews on other similar package, there are strengths I must try to inheri t, nnd also 
weaknesses that l must avoid. This is to ensure my proposed system, which is the EMG 
For Algebra will be a computer game that can satisfy users' need. 
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CHAPTER3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Careful planning is required for project development process and the process of 
determining the project li fe cycle. This will help to avoid the problem such as schedule 
slippage, cost overrun, poor quality of product and high maintenance cost after the 
system implementation. Thus, the most important activity in the project planning phases 
is actually determining or planning the project development process. 
3.2 Project Development Process 
Requirement analysis 
.. 
---.! Quick design - Construction of prototype .. 
. , 
Refine requirement 
~ 
~ Prototype evaluation 
, . 
Engineer product 
Figure 3.1: Software prototype model 
Requirement analysis: To develop an abbreviated representation of the 
requi rcments. 
Quick design: An abbreviate design specification is created for prototype. 
This lends to the construction of a prototype. 
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Construction of prototype: Prototype softwnre is cfo c: lo~d. tested nnd refined. 
Prototype evaluation: The user evaluates the tested version of the tested prototype 
and user will sugg\!st modification. 
Refine requirement: Justify the requirement or add in new requirements. The 
customer need is specified here. 
Engineer product: 
Project Developing Strategy 
Activity of 'quick design' to activity 'refine requirement' 
are repeated until all requirements are fonnalized or until 
the prototype has evolved into a production system. 
Project developing strategy is based on the software prototype model showing above. 
Prototyping development is an idea of developing an initial ;mplementation, exposing 
this to user comment and refining this through many versions until an adequate systt:m 
has been developed. 
3.3 System Development Life Cycle 
System (software) development generally takes the form of a li fe cycle. We refer to this 
li fe cycle as the system development life cycle (SDLC). All systems go through the same 
generic stages in their lifetime. The stages are shown in the figure 3.2. 
Feasibility Study 
Maintenance 
i 
Implementation 
~ Design 
Figure 3.2: System development l ife cycle (SDI .C) stages 
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The software engineering process consists of n sot of ~teps that encompass methods, 
tools, and procedures. These steps are ollen referred to as software engineering 
paradigms or software li fe cycle models. A model chosen by the developers is based on 
the nature of the project and applications. 
In th is chapter, I will emphasize on Waterfall model, which to be used in my project 
development process. 
Waterfall Model 
The waterfall model was derived from engineering models to put some order in the 
development of large software products. It consists of different stages, which are 
processed in a linear fashion. Compared to other software development models it is more 
rigid and rn.."lter manageable. The waterfall model is an important model, which is the 
basis of many other models. 
Waterfa ll model is an engineering model designed to be applied to the development of 
software. The idea is the following: there are different stages to the development nnd the 
outputs of the first stage "flow" into the second stage and these outputs "flow" into the 
third stage and so on. However, this idea sometimes is not practical but it is common for 
mostly system development process. 
There are usually five stages in this model of software development: 
Uequirements analysis and definition.. In this stage the requirements of the "to be 
developed soflware" are established. These arc usually the services it will provide, its 
constraints and the goals of the software. Once these are established they have to be 
defined in such a way that they are usable in the next stage. This stage is of\en preluded 
by a feasibility study or a feasibility study is included in this stage. 
System and .voflware design. ln this stage the established requirements, flowing from the 
first stage, nre identified ns software or hardware requirements. The sofh are 
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requirements are then translated in such a w3y thnt th\!y can b\! rendi l~1 ,transformed into 
computer programs. 
/mplemenwtinn and unit Jesting. This is the stage where the computer programs are 
created. Each program is called n unit, and unit testing is the verification that every unit 
meets its specification. 
System testing. All the units are combined and now the whole is tested. When the 
combined programs nre successfully tested the software product is finished. 
Operation and maintenance. Most software products include this stage of the 
development. It involves correcting errors that have gone undetected before. 
improvement and other forms of support. This stage is part of the life cycle of a sothvare 
product, and not of the strict development, although improvements nnd fixes cnn still he 
considered as "development". 
These steps are the main stages. There are also sutrstages, within each stage. but they 
differ from project to project. For example for EMG For Algebra system the requirements 
stage is divided in a feasibility study, a synthesis on other similar package, choosing 
authoring tools, a definition of functional and non functional requiremen1s, and the 
sotlware and hardware requirements specification stage. 
It is also possible that certain software projects require the adding of an extra stage all 
together, or the splitting of one in two stages. l lowevcr all the difTcrent waterfal l models 
have the same underlying idea~ the idea that one stage provides outputs which can be 
used as the input for the next stage. There thus is a linear flow amongst the stages. The 
progress of the soil ware development, using the waterfall model, is thus easy to find out 
A common wny to look nt the outputs of a certain stage and see whether or not they are 
finished in time. thus seeing how for the overall progress is. 
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-.--------------------------------------------, I I Maintenance j 
~----- I I 
I 
I 
I 
System and 
software design 
I 
I 
I 
I i.------------------------------------, I 
'" 
11 Developmenl 
Figure 3.3: Waterfall model 
' . 
Implementation 
and 
unit testing 
•• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I ~------------------ - -------~ 
System testing ~-------- ----- - -- - - ~ 
•• 
Operation 
and 
maintenance 
· ----------
I 
I 
It has to be noted that the software development process is not as linear as it seems. When 
errors in later stages are found, they are often fed back to a previous stage and the 
development is set back to that stage again. Since this is a managing nightmare, it often 
occurs that problems are ignored, left for later or programmed around. This feed back 
makes for l\ wntcrfull with information nowi ng both ways: down through the stages when 
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something is made, and up through the stnges ' hen something goes wrong, or feedback 
is given. Also many processes arc frozen when it is not y~t the time to deal with them. 
This has lead to the development of other, more tlexible models later on. However, the 
Waterfall still widely used today. 
Why choose Waterfall: 
I . The package has circulation factors. This allows changes in previous phase even 
though we are not in the current phase. In other words, this model recognizes the 
importance of backtracking (feedback) and iteration in the software process. 
2. It is easy to identify project milestones and easy to separate one stage from 
another. 
3. The process development is systematic and sequential because it follows step by 
step (stage by stage). 
4. The method is well wide used. In other words it is a popular methodolob'Y for 
system development nowadays. 
Waterfall 's cons: 
I . Due to the difficulty in adding changes to the model, Waterfall is a slower 
development SDLC model. 
2. It implies that any stage should be frozen before continuing with the later stage. 
3. It assumes that user requirements can be precisely specified. Unfortunately 
customers rarely know precisely what they want, and software engineers rarely 
understand the business context (not for EMG For Algebra) of their customers. 
3.4 Prototy1>ing 
Prototype: a small-scale, incomplete, but working sample of a desired system. Prototypes 
cater to the .. I' ll know what I want when I sec it" way of thinking that is chnracteri ~ tic of 
many users and manugcrs. 
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Prototyping is particularly valuable in the followi ng situution: 
,_ There is scope for user creativity to improve the system. 
}.. Users are unsure of exactly what they want 
)or The system changes a basic business operation. 
Chapter 3: Methodology 
:;. An end-user dialog should be tried ou1 with the users to see if it can be improved. 
;,.. The users do not understand all the impacts of the new system. 
>' The functions are subtle, and the users understand them better than the analysts. 
)... Screens and reports should be checked with management to see if they can be 
made more useful or easy to use. 
).. The users have difficulty expressing all the system requirements. 
,_ The prototype may act as a catalyst to elicit alternative ideas. 
).. The relative merits of alternative solutions need to be explored. 
)... Experimentation may be done to achieve better business practices. 
There are ways to implement the prototyping phase into the software (system) 
development process. Here I am going to list down some or the very common 
prototyping approaches (or models). 
Rapid Prototyping 
Rapid prototyping is a process that enables the developer to create a model of the 
software to be built. It is a working model that is functionally equivalent to a subset of the 
target software. The idea is, system developer first builds a rapid prototype and then lets 
the user(s) to interact and experience with it. If the user(s) satisfy with the prototype, the 
development process than can be continue or otherwise the developer has to modify the 
system design. 
Throwaway Prototyping 
The most significant difference between throwaway prototyping model with the other 
modt:ls is its prototyping process and production process are clearly separated. 
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A quick design based on the inputs. user inte1face. out uts and those aspects of the 
software that will be visible to the user, leads to the rapid construction of a prototype. The 
user than gives the feedback ru1d the prototype is refine nccordingJy. This iteration 
process is turned on until the user satisfies with the system design. Once the prototype is 
finalized, it is thrown away, the actual production of the operational system begins. 
Establish 
outline -~ 
speci fl cation 
Validate 
the system ~ 
~ 
I 
Develop Evaluation 
prototype - prototype ~ 
0. 
* l 
n 
Design & •2 Specify 
implement ~ system ~ 
the system 
i 
• t : At this point the prototype is thrown away. 
*2: The development of the actual system ~gins. 
Figure 3.4: Throwaway prototype model 
Evolutionary Prototyping 
ln this approach the prototyping and the production process are merged. This means, the 
prototype gradually evolves to become the final product. This model is useful in 
situations when it is extremely difficult (or impossible) to establish detailed user 
requirements such as in user interface design and Artificial Intelligent applications. 
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The benefits of prototyping: 
, With a good tool , it is easier (taster) to build a prototype than to build paper 
specification. 
r Users understand and rcuct to prototype far better than to build paper 
specification. 
:.,... Enables errors and weaknesses to be detected before the expensive design and 
programming are done. 
).- It encourages users to contribute creative input into the design process. 
3.5 Project Schedule 
Project management is very important for the success of a project. A successful system 
project will be developed if developers understand the scope of the project, the task to be 
accomplished and the schedule to be followed. 
The project schedule is the operating timetable of the project. It serves as the fundamental 
basis for monitoring and controlling project activity. In a project environment , proper 
scheduling functions is of paramount importance because projects lack the continuity of 
day to day operations and often present much more complex problems of coordinat ion. 
Project Schedule For Current Project 
The proposed project (my final year thesis project: build a Educational Mathematics 
Games (EMG) For Algebra computer game system) will be carried out in two stages, 
which each stage has to be completed within the period of one semester respectively. 
The first stage of the project is more on the requirements analysis and definition phase, 
and ulso the system and software design phase, according to the Waterfall SDLC model. 
Therefore, the tasks have lo be done in this stage are to determine the scopes and 
objectives of the project, project planning, literature reviews, system analysis, system 
design and also start to build n system prototype. 
In the second stage, the project will carry on with the coding, unit testing and 
implementation phnsc, the system testing phase, nnd the operation and maintenance phase 
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(as recommended in the Waterfall SDLC modt.>1). Thc tusks to be ~rfom1ed in the second 
stage are evaluates system prototype, system codins and testing, system implementation 
and maintenance. 
VIVA 
Figure 3.5: Project schedule 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
System analysis is a problem-solving technique that decomposes a system into its 
component pieces for the purpose of studying how well those component parts work and 
interact to accomplish their purpose. The sentence above is one of the definitions for the 
term ' system analysis'. System analysis is very important for the developers to build 
effective, complete and consistency system models, and increase the productivity and 
product quality relatively. Different types of system analysis methods and models are 
recommended to tackle di fferent type of problems and also different aspect of a problem. 
Model-driven analysis: The drawing of pictorial system models to document ond vnl idnt~ 
both existing/proposed systems. Ultimately, the system model becomes the blueprint for 
designing and constructing an improved system. 
Structured analysis: A model-driven, process-centered technique used to either analyze 
an existing system, define business requirements for a new system, or both. The model 
(pictures) illustTate the system's component: processes and their associated inputs, 
outputs, and files. 
Object-oriented analysis (OOA): A model-driven technique that integrates data and 
process concerns into constructs called objects. OOA models (pictures) illustrate the 
system's objects from various perspectives such as structure and behavior. 
Accelerated analysis: Accelerated analysis approaches emphasize the construction of 
prototypes to more rapidly identify business and user requirements for a new system. 
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Rapid architecture analysis: An attempt to derive !'ystem models (as described earlier in 
this section) from existing systems or discovery prototypes. 
Reverse engineering technology: Reads the progTam code for a database, application 
program, and/or user interface and automatically generates the equivalent system model. 
Joint requirements planning (JRP): The most significant benefit of this technique is 
facilitated workshops to bring together all of the stakeholders to jointly perform systems 
analysis. 
In common there are four systems analysis phases as listed below; 
• Preliminary Investigation Phase 
• Problem Analysis Phase 
• Requirements Analysis Phase 
• Decision Analysis Phase 
4.2 Synthesis of Other Systems 
I had reviewed on several computer gwnes (including other educational mathematics 
games) as documented in Chapter two. Below are some of the details of the lacking part 
of those games which to be avoid in my proposed system. 
Lack of multimedia element: the Minesweeper virtually does not apply the concept of 
multimedia, no sound, no graphic movements, nothing, just with some simple icons and 
some static graphics. 
Limited modules: Some of the games do not provide various modules or various 
standards of game. Therefore, different standard of players with different preference arc 
force to explore the same module or functions every time they play. 
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Less connection to the school syllabus: The entertaining computer games sometimes can 
be very attractive to the kids and teens, but usunlly their pnfcenLC\ will strongly against 
them if they are addicted the those games. This is bt!cause the games have not connection 
to the school syllabus, the parents might think their children learn nothing but just 
wasting time and neglecting their homework. 
Consisting unhealthy elements: some of the game consists gamble element like the 
'Wheel of Fortune' because the game objective is not just to solve the puzzle, but win 
dollars by spinning the wheel! Next, some games with the story line like AlgeBlaster 3 
and Geometry Blaster, which suppose to be educational games for kids and teens, bu·c 
tend to be a bit aggressive and too male-oriented, usually girls won't like those jargons 
which appear a few times in games' introduction like ' shooting', 'save the planet' , ' hit 
the target', ' attack by aliens', ' defend' and so on. 
4.3 Analysis: EMG For Algebra 
System analysis is carried out to study and identify users' requirements and needs toward 
the system. Besides, the feasibil ity study and technical analysis of the system are nlso 
very important in assisting to allocate the avai lable resources for each functional and non-
functional requirement. Thus, various system analysis techniques are applied in the 
process. 
Internet surfing: Internet has become the largest information warehouse in the world. It 
consists virtuously any kinds of information that men can think of. I surfed Internet for 
the references on any ambiguities that arise during the entire development period. I 
downloaded games, the information of various approaches toward soflware development 
process and so on, to be the content of literature review. 
Oooks and hardcopy reading materials: Books and other reading materials provide 
informntion needed to develop the system. This includes information on algebra, 
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programming lan&ruage, authoring tools, multimedia npplicntions nnd related mathematics 
problem solving skills. 
Document room: Another source for gathering infonnation is the document room (bilik 
dokumen) in Faculty of Computer Science and Jnformation Technology. Here, some 
documentation done by the seniors in the past few years were found to be relevant to my 
project title. 
Interviews: Few interviews have been carried out informally to find out some users' 
expectations towards my proposed system. 1 have talk to some of my course mates about 
my project and listen to their opinions towards EMG For Algebra. fn the coming days, I 
am going to interview more people including my supervisor and moderator, and some of 
my product's target users. 
Project development process 
Waterfall model is chosen to be this project's system development li fe cycle because it is 
appropriate to this project, based on those Waterfall's characteristics that stated down in 
the previous chapter. The arguments that show Waterfall model is suitable for EMG For 
Algebra project development are: 
I. The project is relatively short and easy to understand. 
2. The scope of this project is welt understood. 
3. The project requirements are well estimated before the actual development 
process starts. 
4. The developer (myself) well understand how does the system is going to look 
like. 
5. The project risks have been accessed and are considered to be low. 
6. The users do involved in the whole prototyping process. 
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4.4 Functional Rc,1uircmcnt 
Functional requirement is a description of activi ties and services a system must provide, 
it describes the interactive between system nnd the environment. Functional requirement 
are functions or subsystems Lhat are mandatory to the system. The absence of the 
functional requirement will make the whole system incomplete. ln the case of EMG For 
Algebra computer games system, the functional requirements are listed as below. 
Load The System In /\ny Recommended Environment 
EMG For Algebra must be able to be installed or loaded in any recommended 
environment such as in the Window98 or Window2000 operating system. Any players 
can enjoy the games, provided they have the recommended hardware system with proper 
embedded software (those needed during program runtime environment) in front of them. 
Three Gaming Chapters 
The game system must included the 3 gaming chapters as mention in the first chapter of 
this report, which are 
Chapter one: 
Chapter two: 
Chapter three: 
, (add) and - (subtract) mathematical operation for algebra 
• (multiply) and I (divide) mathematical operation for algebra 
Polynomial 
!:!elp on EMG For Algebra Module 
This module must be exists and ready to help the users by: 
• Brief them about what EMG For Algebra is and the content of this game system. 
• Tell the users about ull the control buttons, shortcut keys used and its functions. 
• Tell the users and bricny show them how lo play the games and the objective of the 
games. 
• Provides them some other guidelines and tip~ when playing this game. 
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Exit Game Module 
To enable users quit from the EMG For Algebra whcnev~r they wish to lenve the system. 
The computer environment must be able to recover 10 the initial condition (before users 
open the game file) after users quit from the game. 
Five Modules In Each Gaming Chapter 
rn each gaming chapter, which is chapter l , chapter 2 and chapter 3, five modules 
including four gaming modules and one exit chapter module must be provided. Those 
gaming modules are multiple choice (objective) question, subjective question, falling 
bricks and puzzle module. ' Exi t chapter' module enables users to quit from the chapter, 
which he/she is currently in and back to the main menu page. 
Different Level of Questions' Ditliculty 
The questions in every gaming module of every chapter must vary in the level of 
difficulty. The standard of questions must range from suitable for fonn one students up to 
form 6 (college as well ) students. Since we must cater for each level of our target users 
and allow them to improve their skill through playing the games. 
Retrieve Questions and Answers From Database 
The program must be nble to retrieve questions and the correct answers respectively from 
the database. The system must be able to give respond whenever players submit their 
answer or the time limit is up, either certi fyi ng players' correct answer or showing the 
correct answer if the user failed to solve a question. 
f_layers' Reward 
When playcr(s) answer a question correctly wi th in time limit if there is. mark should be 
added 10 the total mnrks colunrn. 
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When player(s) answer series of questions correctly. bonus mnrks ~hould be provided. 
When player(s) collecl total marks reach ccrtnin preset nmount, a key should be added to 
the player reward box. 
Vice versa, part of the rewards should be removed (minus marks or reduce the total 
number of key) if they fail to answer the question correctly. 
Usage of Mult imedia 
As stated down in the project objectives, the concept of multimedia must be implied into 
the EMG For Algebra. This wi ll include attractive graphics, sound and animations. 
4.5 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirement is essential definit ion of the system properties Rnd 
constraints under which a system must operate. It is a description of other features. 
characteristics, and constraints that define a satisfactory system. 
Mostly system users might expect certain degree of non-functional requirement. Some of 
the non-functional requirements for EMG For Algebra nre user friendliness, efficiency. 
short loading and respond time, reliabi lity, accurate, modularity, maintainability and 
expandabi lity. For those online systems, the stakeholders might consider a few more non-
functional requirements such as the accessibility and security . 
.User friend I iness 
For a system to be popularized, it must be easily understood by the users. The users need 
not to know what happen behind the system but through the system 's user interface, users 
nl'\: supposed to get whatever they want easily. 
Here arc some ' scheme's provided to measure whether a system is user friend ly or cl c: 
, Consistent, in tcnns of screen design ond error messages displayed 
>- Accommodation of uny level of user. In the cnsc of EMG For Algebra, ii must be 
u er friend ly to nil tnrgc:t users, the students, teachers ns well ac:: the purcnts 
' Appropriate error hnndling wi th ossociotcd error mcssngcs. 
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, High degree of understandabi lity and n oid too much 0f memori~tion of events 
and commands for the users. 
Efficiency 
A system is said to fulfill the efficiency requirement when its process or procedure can be 
called, accessed and functioning well to produce outcomes or output at a pace or speed 
acceptable by the users. Furthermore, all that has to happen in an unlimited of times after 
the system implementation whenever the users need it. The outcomes of the same process 
or procedure with the same input must be similar every time being called . 
.Short loading time and respond time 
Normally, everyone likes the system to respond fast. Thus a system must he able to 
provide short loading time and respond time (more critical if the system is online). Slow 
loading and respond time might cause the users to wait and discourage them from using 
the system again. However, the system 's performance sometimes depends on the 
hardware used . 
.Reliability and accurate 
A system must be able to produce accurate results and can be trusted by the users. This is 
most critical for the military, medical, financial , banking and scientific research systems. 
However, it is also very important in a computer aided learn ing system ond also the 
educational games system. Tnke the EMO For Algebra educational computer game 
system as an example: all the answers compatible to all the questions in the games must 
be always correct and accurate . 
.Modularily 
Modularity means the system is broken into small modules so that distinct functions of 
objects could be isolntcd from one h> nrmther other. This will make the system tc. tmg nnd 
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maintenance process easier because the processes con be done JX'rtion by portion and not 
involving the whole system. 
Maintainability 
This may be defined qualitatively as the ease with which software can be understood, 
corrected, adapted and enhanced. 
Expandability 
Expandability is discussed based on the degree to which system architecture, data or 
procedure design can be extended and enhanced after the system is imptemen1ed. 
4.6 Choosing Development Tools 
One of the most important choices to be made during the process of software 
development is that of which software tool should be used. A correct choice might lead 
the development process to a more comfortable and lower risk position. This is because 
not every soflwnre development tool in the market arc general purpose, some tools might 
very useful in developing certain software (system) but not the other one. 
This section examines development tool selection criteria by take a comparative look at 
the characteristics, strengths and weaknesses of those tools, to decide the most suitable 
tool(s) to be used in the project development process. 
SYstem Coding and Programming 
Visual BASIC JAVA c 
- ----
4GL programming language 3GL programming lunguage 30L programming language 
~ 
Object oriented, with a lot Object oriented, with n lot Limited built in functions 
of built in functions of huilt in classes and 
npplct'\ . 
..._ 
--·- -- - -
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---- ---·- - ---- - - -
.. 
---- -More suitable in developing More suitable in dcvdoping More powerful m 
software wi th many control online system developing large program 
functions and GUI and operating system 
·- ---Recommended by Recommended by Not mentioned 
supervisor to develop the supervisor to develop the 
EMG For Algebra EMO For Algebra 
Easy screen design More difficult compare to Difficult 
Visual BASIC 
Table 4. 1: Comparative look between Visual BASIC, JA V /\and C 
I Iencc, I choose Visual f3/\SIC version 6.0 as the coding authoring tools of my proposed 
system due to its suitability. 
Qatabase System 
Since Microsoft Access 2000 database management system development tool works well 
with Visual Basic authoring tool, it is chosen to create EMG system' s database, to make 
the process of data retrieving fast and easy. Besides, Microsofi Access 2000 is very easy 
to learn and wide used today. 
4.7 Hardware and Software Requirement Analysis 
Any software and hardware that support ing a system must be compatible in order for the 
system to be perform well. Thu hardware und sofiwarc listed below arc the bnsic 
requirement to de clop and run the EMO For Algebra. 
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Hardware 
r-------- - ·- ·- - ----- --,-----·--------= =-=- -~---. 
Facility Usage 
System (PC) using an 500 Miiz ____ --in o rder to support all the selected 
~ 
processor or above 
l28MB of memory 
At least 20MB of available hard disk 
space 
Keyboard and mouse 
Multi-media speaker 
development tools and support the EMG For 
Algebra in the runtime environment 
Be able to load all selected authoring tools 
and to run the proposed system. 
To store al l those authoring tools and the 
stand-alone game system. 
User input 
Sound effect 
Table 4.2: Hardware requirements and the usage of the faci li ties 
Software 
-Facility Usage 
Windows 98 or Windows 2000 operating ---~-Apply in both development and runtime 
system environment. 
-
-
Microsofi Visual Basic 6.0 To develop the hardcode and grophical user 
interface 
-
Microsoft Access 2000 To create database 
MpJTrim To edi t sounds 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 To edit and create graphic images 
~ 
Table 4.3 : Soflware requirements nnd the usage of the fac ilities 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.l Modules of EMG For Algebra 
EMG For Algebra consists of 3 chapters, each chapter consists of 4 gaming modules and 
1 exit module. Above all chapters and modules, there is a main menu user interface 
designed for the users to select which chapter they prefer to explore. Similar to most 
windows base software, two additional buttons are added in the main menu, there are 
'Help on EMO For Algebra ' button and ' Exit Game' button. 
Therefore, there arc 5 buttons in the main menu user interface. Users are required to click 
on the button to activate the command embedded behind the button. 
The 3 chapters and 2 additional commands are: 
Chapter one: 
This chapter emphasizes on the addition (+-) and subtraction (-) mathematical opemtion 
unto algebra. Various forms and different standards of mathematical equation problems 
will be posted to the player(s). 
For example, a question can be as easy as 
4 1 6 = A, find A 
or a question can be at the expert level such as 
4r t· 3s 1 6p - 32 
3r 1 3s 1 I 7p -98 
I Or ,, s I· p I , 
flnd p - s. 
Chapter two: 
This chuptcr c.:mphusi1.c.:s on the muthcmoticul operation unto olgebrn. Since this chupt\!r is 
chnptcr two. I nssumc the plnycr(s) hnd nlrcndy gone through chapter one or at least know 
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how to solve addi tion and subtraction mothcmoticnl equation for algebra. Thus, the 
problems posted to the playcr(s) might include add .. ubtmct. besides multiply and divide 
mathematical operations. Various standard. of mnthematical equation problems in 
different forms wi ll be posted to the playcr(s). 
For example, an easy question can be like this 
4f = 8, find f. 
or a question can be at the expert level such as 
4rs 1- 6p - 3 
3rp - 17p = 6 
r + Sp - I , 
if p = 4, find rps 
Chapter three: 
This chapter is going to cmphasi1..c on the polynomial equation for algcbro. Polynomial 
means the index of algebra in the equation can be other than one (more thnn I or less). 
Various solution methods are recommended in the textbook to find out the actual va lue of 
algebras in a polynomial equation. Basically, the players' mission in th is chupter is only 
lo give final answer of the polynomial question, the system docs not require playcr(s) to 
show the works of getting answers, all of them are encouraged to think out of their own 
even faster way (but logical and acceptable) of polynomial equations' solution method. 
Thus develops their research spirits and obtain better understanding for the topic. 
Again, the players arc assumed to master all the four basic mathematical operations unto 
algebra equation before they enter chapter three. 
One of the question on polynomial equation: 
Solve 3p2 1 6p - 7 2. 
llcl1> on EMG For Al~ehrn : 
The ' llclp' module here wi ll provide informntinn 0 11 
tJ /\hout FMO For Algcbrn 
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o The control buttons and its functions 
o How to play EMG For Algebra 
o Other guidelines nnd tips 
The system user may click on one of the title to obtain respective information from the 
display screen. After reading the texts, the user may click on the 'OK' button to quit this 
module and return to main menu. This is to assists the new players, and also to serve 
parents and teachers referencing purpose while guiding their children or students. 
Exit Game: 
This button enable users to launch the terminate command and quit from the EMG For 
Algebra. When user clicks on this button, a prompt up box will appear for the user to 
reconfinn his/her action. 
When the user enters one of the 3 chapters, each chapter then huvc 5 modules, which nrc 
objective (multiple choice) module, subjective module, fa lling bricks module, p11r.1:lc 
module and exit chapter module. 
In order to introduce the content of every module and the way to play this game, I would 
like to take chapter two to assists my explanation. 
First, a user (player as well) starts this EMG and clicks on the 'Chapter two' button in the 
main menu page, another page (chapter menu interface) appears and lists down 5 buttons 
on it, each represent one module as showing below. 
I. Multiple Choice Ql1estion 
This module challenges the player on multiple choices questions. There nre 10 questions 
for ench level of difficulty, each question followed by 3 to 5 choices of answers, the 
plnycr is n:quircd to pick the com."Ct one within one try. 
For instuncc: 
Questum: 4f 8, find f. 
llmn"'.'r: A O B. I C. 2 D. 3 E. 4 
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For this case, the correct answer is C. Therefore, the plnycr have to click on the 'C' 
button within the time limit in order to score. 
2. Subjective; question 
This module challenges the player on the questions with blank answer box after the 
question. The player has to type in the correct answer as quickly as he/she can. Similar to 
the first module, there is time limit here. However, it is not for the individual question but 
overall limitation for one level of difficulty. With the time limitation, the player may try 
to solve as many questions as possible (maximum 8 question per level). Besides, user can 
proceed to the next question if he/she wishes to leave the previous question unsolved, by 
clicking the button labeled "skip to the next question". 
For instance: 
Q . .f. 4de18aa ,7 uestl(>n: 1 · 1 = y, y = 
2a 2 [de time let' : !fi sccond(s) 
So, player has to type in the answer, which is 16 into the answer box~ in order to score, 
then press 'Enter' key or space bar. The cursor is by default placed inside the unswer box. 
3. Falling bricks 
This module tests player's ability of solving more than I question simultaneously and 
working under highly pressure environment. Although no time limit here, there is always 
more than 1 bricks (each contains answer) falling from the upper part of the screen 
throughout the game. If the player not able to move the bricks quick enough nnd accurate 
for every single brick throughout the game, the brick wi ll fa ll on the wall improperly. 
Then the player's totul marks will be reduced. 
Thus, the plnycr has to have great confidence towards his/her own decision and skill. 
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~ ~ CJ 
R(1-R5•t .. 17k -%, I ~s6p2/3ps "" 
8k - ? 
25s • 512, Solve 
find s 601 .. 6000 
figure 5.1: Sample of bricks and wall in the Falling Bricks module 
4. Puzzle 
In the pu72le module, each Puzzle pieces that contains numher, nlgchrn or 
mnthemntical operator arc placed surrounding the pun lc board, which contains 
various forms of algebra equation, placed horizonta lly and vertically on the hoard, 
with a few blank boxes in between the equations. Player is requi red to place the 
puzzle pieces into the board to replace those blank spaces respectively. No time limit 
is implemented in this module. 
5. Exit chapter 
This module enable user to quit from the chapter which he/she entered. However, the user 
only back to the main menu instead of quit the system. 
ln order to suit different standards of players and to ullow players keep on exploring the 
games, each module then hns J levels of difficulty. 
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5.2 Pyramid Analysis Oingrnm 
In order to develop the user interface for EMO For Algobm, all chapters and modules in 
the program should be listed down in n proper diagram according to their hierarchy. The 
type of diagram chosen is pyramid analysis diagram. 
However, all relevant information is lis1ed down in a table before move to the diagram; 
-
MAlN ME NU 
CHAPTER CHAPTER CHAPTER HELP ON EXIT GAME 
ONE TWO THREE EMO FOR 
ALGEBRA 
- ------·-Multiple Multiple Multiple • About Quit 
choice choice choice EMO For EMO For 
~ 
Subjective 
._.. 
Subjective Subjective Algebra Algebra 
Falling bricks Falling bricks Falling bricks • The 
~ control 
Pu7.zle Puzzle Puzzle 
bu11ons 
Exit chapter Exit chapter Exit chapter 
and its 
functions 
• How to 
play EMG 
For 
Algebra 
• Other 
guidelines 
und Lips 
- - -
Table 5.1: Table of Pyrornid Analysis Diugram 
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Educationnl Mathematics Onmcs For Algebra 
I 
, r . , 
l lclp Exit game 
on (Quit 
EMG For EMG For 
Algebra Algebra) 
-
, ' 
, r 1 r 
Chapter one: Chapter two: Chapter three: 
Addition Multiplication Polynomial 
and and 
Subtraction Division 
-
, ' 
• About EMG For Algebra 
• The cont rol bullons and its functions 
• I low to play EMG for Algebra 
• Other guidelines and tips 
~ Multiple choice Multiple choice ~ Multi ple choice ~ 
~ Subjective Subjective ~ Subjective .--
~ f"a ll ing bricks Falling bricks ~ Fall ing bricks ~ 
~ Puzzle Puzzle ~ Puzzle .--
~ Exit chapter Exit chupter +- Exit chapter .--
Figure 5.2: P rnmid Anulys1s Dingrnm 
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S.3 Oatnbasc ()('sign 
The primary activi ty of database design is to sdcct logical repr~sentntions of data objects 
(data structures) identified during the r~quircment definiti on phase. 
There are 4 ways that data is represented at various points in systems~ li fe cycle: 
I. External view: The data itself and the context it is in. 
2. Conceptual view: English-like representations of external view. Creating the 
conceptual view from the external iew is the process of verbalizing the facts that 
represented by the data of the external view. 
3. Logical view: Represents infonnation as entities, attributes and relationships 
following the rules of relational theory. 
4. Physical view: Physical implementation of the logical view. 
The database of EMG For Algebra computer games system consists of four muin tables. 
which cater for multiple choice module, subjective module, falling bricks module nnd 
PUZZie module respectively. 
The fo llowing arc all the 4 tables mentioned: 
Database design for multiple choice module 
The table below is the table of database design for multiple choice module. It contain. 10 
fields. The 'Chapter' field serves as an ID to the questions to assign them to the chapter 
where they will be presented. While 'Code' field is set to serve as a reference, like n 
numbering system to those questions und answers. Each question fo llowed by at least 3 
choices, some might have up to 5 choices, depends on the level of difficulty. 
-Field name Oata type ize Required Description 
-
. 
Code Number Integer Yes As n reference 
--._ ...... _ 
-Chapter Number Integer Yes Specify the chapter 
-
-Question Text 255 Yes Mathcmot1cal question 
Choice I - ---Text 30 Ye~ One of the choices an also the 
---
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·-- ---,--- - --
-correct answer 
- -Choice2- --- ._..._ ---· - . · ----- -- --Text 30 Yes One of tfie ohoioes 
- -- -· -Choice) Text 30 Yes One of the choices 
Choicc4 -Text 30 - Could be one of the choices 
Choic~5 -- - -- - -Text 30 - Could be one of the choices 
Min_level Number Integer Yes The lowest level that this question 
can appear 
f--
Marks Number Integer Yes Marks allocated to this question 
Table 5.2: Table of Mult iple Choice module database design 
Q.atabase design for suhjectivc module 
The table below is the table of database design for subjective module. It contnins 6 field,. 
The time limit field docs not apply in this table because in this module, the time limit i~ 
not set for the questions individually, but overall for a series of questions in pnrt icular 
level of di fficulty. Thus the time limit is set in the program. Within the time limit, 
player(s) can score maximum 8 questions if they can. The 'Code' fi eld nnd 'Chapter' 
fie ld arc served the purpose as mentioned in the previous module. 
-
Field name Data type Size Required Description 
-
- - - -- - --- -Code - - - -Number Integer Yes As a reference 
Chapter Number Integer Yes Specify the chapter 
-
Question Text 255 Yes Mathematical question 
-
--Answer Text 30 Yes The correct answer 
!-:----
--Min_ level Number Integer Yes The lowest level that th i question 
cun appear 
i---
- - -· 
- - - --- ---Marks Number Integer Yes Marks allocated to thL question 
... 
- --
~-
-.. 
-----I nhlc 5 3: Tuhlc of S 11l~jcctivc module tlntnhtL~c design 
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Database design for falling bricks moduk 
Same as the table of database design for su~jecri e module. The table of falling bricks 
module in the database contains 5 fi elds. 
-
Field name Data type Size Required Description 
Code Number Integer Yes As a reference 
~ 
Chapter -Number lntegc::r Yes Specify the chapter 
~ 
Question Text 255 Yes Mathematical question 
Answer Text 30 Yes The correct answer 
~ 
Min level Number Integer Yes The lowest level that this question 
can appear 
- 7 Table 5.4: Table of ra iling Bricks module database design ---·-· 
!2atabnsc design for puzzle module 
This is the largest table in the database design. Here is altogether 75 fi elds including 
"Code", "Chapter", "Min_level" and 72 puzzle pieces' information. 
-
-Field name Data type Size Rec1uired Description 
Code Number Byte Yes As n reference 
-
-- --- -Chapter --- -- -- - -Number Integer Yes Specify the chapter 
-
PO Text 50 Yes One of the pieces in the board 
~ 
-- - - - - - --- ·- -- --PJ Tex1 50 Yes One of the pieces in the board 
~ 
P2 Text 50 Yes One of the pieces in the bonrd 
.__ 
P3 - -Text 50 Yes One of the pieces in the board 
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P69 Text 50 Yes One of the pieces in the board 
P70 Text 50 Yes One of the pieces in the board 
P7t - Text 50 Yes One of the pieces in the board 
Min level Number lnteger Yes The lowest level that this question 
-
can appear 
·-
Table 5.5: Table of Puzzle module database design 
All the../ tables above cons 1st of 5 columns re.\pectively. The first column is to store fie/cl 
name of a particulur field, Jhen 1he 'data type· and 'size' column indicate the data type 
and the si=e <if the data stored 111 thefield. While the word 'Ye.v' in the 'Uequirecl' t ·o/1111111 
indicates that row must he retneved when the por11cular record 1s rt!trleved from tht' 
datahase. 
S.4 Interface Design 
As shown in the pyramid analysis diagram, about 20 interfaces (screen pages) are 
requfred for the whole system. Among the main interfaces are main menu interfaces and 
3 chapter menu interfaces. Each chapter menu interface is able to call out 5 module 
interfaces, which are multiple choice, subjective, foiling bricks. puzzle and exit chapter 
module interface. Lastly, there is n 'Help on EMG f-or Algebra' screen page at the 
chapter level. 
However, the series of module interfaces are almost the same over chapter I, 2 and 3. 
Thus, the module level interfaces showing below are only for chapter two. Tho c for 
chapter one and three will not he shown because they arc quite similar to chapter two. 
Besides, the chapter menu interfaces wi ll show only for chapter 2, discarding the chapter 
I nnd 3. due to the snmc reason. 
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Qraphical User Interface Design For Mnin Mt:nu 
WEt.COTIJE t o Educntionnl i'llnthomuUcs Go.mM for :U:t-obm 
Figure 5.3: Interface design for Main Menu 
Qraphicul User Interface Design For Helo On EMG For Algebra 
Htlp on EMG for Algebra 
1-i·•1t ...... r~or.....,Xt~;tli.,..,.,,,.~ • . ~~~~~~~~---
T~t ~ .. 11 ••-c of OtC tor Al~•• I• ldloc•tlOflal 
• th•• •tle< (,H U '"' AIO"bta ,.Cl tor Al!J"hra h 
"~lto.c•l l011•I toepu 1 ~r 0-· 
h• r"<". ,.. ,. 11lo•br• «•••'"" uf t lh•11l•r•: hAO••• i. Adlllt lOl'I ••d s vbtractl"" • athte.tllt•I 
ra t lOft tor alg.br• 
1pter 1 ~ultlpllt•tl lMI '"' 01~111 ..,. •• lht~f l t• I 
HUion foo• • lt«bt'• 
• Ptr r ) . rol)l"oa la l 
•~h \ h•P'• ' rtlll1IJta yt \ • oduloa : 
• ull lplr chol~ fotl • t l lve) QU•~tlo• 
lub fC\IW qoi .. t ... 
I I al t flO bl'hh 
. r~r:':~.o •' 
a<h llOd~ l~ )t•cl~cl<i th• \th aaillf I~} ti.rn h11 t~v•l• fl f dl~ll<Ul lV. 
r 1ldt~. ' NrlD °" r•' r or ~•11t••• ' .,,4 ·rx11 C..•1· 
""I.' I0111 . ,... flroYl~d to •Uht waer(I) o<!Kllf'VH 
'" .... ,.
( • Of t . •••. I ) • •••• ••• 
Pigurc S 4: lntcrfocc dcs1g11 for I lulp on EMG For Algebra 
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Q_raphical User lntcrfncc Design For Subiecti ~ Moduk In Chnpter T )vO 
Tlllll left : I 02:5s 
Figure 5.7: Interface design for Subjective module in Chapter Two 
Qnumical User Interface Design For Fall ing Bricks Module In Chanter Two 
Bb1i®iJ 
Palling 
f3r/cks 
Mot1u1e 
~I; j, 
Risurc 5.8 l11tcrfocc dcs•Hn for Falling Bricks module in Chapter Two 
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Figure 5.9: Interface design for Puzzle module in Chapter Two 
s.s Project Outcome 
At the end of the project, it is expected that the i:,,ducational Mathematics Games (EMG) 
For Algebra will be:-
ll Able to help the secondary school students in improving their mathcrnntical 
problem solving ski ll th rough l!njoying the games. 
0 Used by the teachers and purents to motivate their students and children 
respectively in the lenming (mathematics) process. 
0 Able to included some past year (PMR and SPM examination) questions, to help 
the students in coring with their examination. 
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Qraphical User Interface Design For Puzzk Moduk In l)IBJll£f Two 
Figure 5.9: Interface design for Puzzle module in Chapter Two 
5.5 Project Outcome 
At the end of the project, it is expected that the Educational Mathematics Games (EMU) 
For Algebra wil l be:-
Cl Able to help the secondary school students in improving their mathematical 
problem solving skill through enjoying the games. 
Cl Used by the tcuchcrs and purents to motivate their students nnd children 
respectively in the !corning (mathematics) process. 
O Able to incl uded some past year (PMR and SPM examination) questions, to help 
the St\1dcnts in coping wit h their examination. 
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:s \ 
CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
This section will show some of the minor modifications made to the previous design 
during the system development process. 
The important part of the VisuaJ BAS IC 6.0 coding is shown for the purpose of further 
explanation. 
6.t Development Environment 
!:!ardwnrc Requirement 
I. Personal Computer using 500 MHz (or above) processor 
2. I 28MB of primary memory space 
3. 20Ml3 (or more) of available hard disk space 
4. Multimedia speaker 
5. Keyboard 
6. Mouse 
7. CD-ROM 
~ware Requirement 
I . Windows 2000 operating system 
2. Microson Visual Basic 6.0 
3. Microsoft Access 2000 
4. Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
5. MorphStudio lmngc Editor 
6. mp3Trim 
1. Mp3 To Wnvc Converter 
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6.2 Module lmplemcntution 
EMG for Algebra consists of 19 .fnn fi le (fonn tile) nnd 2 .bas (module file). I am going 
to show the name of the files and the imponnnt part of the Visual BASIC 6.0 coding. 
6.2.1 Mainmcnu.frm form file 
Main menu screen appear when the user launch the game. 
' Purpose: User click on the button to visit chapters or 'Help on EMG for Algebra' 
functions or 'Exit GAMES' 
Private Sub chapter! _Click() 
Image ! Click 
chapter I menu.Show 
Unload Mc 
End Sub 
Private Sub chapter2 _Click() 
lmage l_Click 
chapter2rnenu.Show 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub chapter3 _Click() 
Image I_ Click 
chaptcr3menu.Show 
Unload Mc 
End Sub 
Privutc Suh Exit Click() 
'triggered when user click 'chapter I' buuon 
'chapter menu of Chapter ONH shown 
'triggered when m er click 'chapter 2' bullon 
'chapter menu of Chapter '/'WO shown 
'trigl.!ered when user click 'chapter 2 ' bu11011 
'chapter menu of ( 'Jwpter TH Rl:."H shown 
'lrt>!,gered when w·er cltck ·1·:..u1 (iAMEt:; ·bu/Ion 
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confirmcxit.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub help_Click() 
helpEMG.Show 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Chapter 6; Svstem D~volopment and Implementation 
wz:e u 
'the • co11/ir111 L'.rit dialog box shown 
'tngg.ered when user click 'Help on EMG for 
Algebra· bwton 
'Help on EMG for Algebra screen shown 
6.2.2 Chapterl menu.frm form fil e 
Chapter menu for chapter ONE appear when the user click the 'Chapter I ' button on the 
main menu screen. 
'Purpose: User click on the buttons to choose one of the game modules or exit to the 
main menu. 
Private Sub falling_ Click() 
chapter IF.Show 
Unload Mc 
End Sub 
Private Sub multiple Click() 
chapter IM.Show 
Unload Mc 
End Suh 
'triggered when user dick 'Fallin~ Bricks· button 
'mterface of Fallmg Brtcks module 111 clwpt<!r one 
shown 
'/rtg}!.ered when u.w.:r click 'A111l11ph• Clunce · h1111011 
'111terft1c(' of !i111l11plt• ( 'hmce module 111 chapt('r one 
shown 
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Private Sub puzzle Click() 
chapter IP.Show 
Unload Mc 
End Sub 
Private Sub subjective_ Click() 
chapter IS.Show 
Unload Me 
End Sub 
Private Sub Exit_ Click() 
mainmenu.Show 
Unload Mc 
End Sub 
6.2.J Cbapterl M.frm form file 
Chapter 6: System l~vclopmcnt and lmQlementation 
'trigger,,d wht'11 user click 'Pie d e · button 
'inter.face of J>u~.=le module in chapter one shown 
'triggered when user click 'Subjective· huuon 
'interface of Subjective module in chapter one 
shown 
'triggered when u.ver click 'h'xif (:Jwpter · lwllon 
'e.x11 chapter menu S<'l'een for ( 'hopler ON/~'. A/11111 
menu shown 
The interface for multiple choice module in chapter ONE appear when the user click the 
·Multiple Choice' button on the chapter menu screen. 
'Purpose: User pluy the multiple choice game. 
Privotc Suh re~ct() 
lfcnt O And cut ~ 10 Then 
'retfll'V(' 111a1/u: ma11co/ (/11(',\f " 111 from tlw dmobllSt! 
and tltsplay 11 on the screen. 
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level.Caption =- "1 '' 
lowcode = 51 
highcodc -= I 00 
End If 
If cnt >=- l 0 And cnt < 20 Then 
level.Caption = "2" 
lowcode : I 
highcode = 50 
End ff 
If cnt >= 20 And cnt < 30 Then 
level.Caption = "3" 
lowcodc - 55 
highcode = 130 
End If 
question.DataField = "question" 
simply 
If level.Caption == "2" The!n 
LC4.Ennbled - True 
l.C4_Click 
End If 
If level.Caption "3" The!n 
LC4.Enublcd True 
l.C5.Ennhlcd True 
LC4 Click 
I.CS 'lick 
Chapter 6: System Dcv~lopm<7nt and implementation 
'set level of difficulty to 2 
'set level of difficulty to 3 
'set the data field of quest lf>11 ho.:r to field 
'questwn · rn the table 'Multiple I ' 
'randomly pick the q11estio11 .from the 
database 
'./ ch01ces of answer m level 2 
'5 chmce.,· of answer 111 level J 
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End If 
lf level. Caption = "l" Then 
LC4.Enablcd ::- False 
LC5.Enabled =- False 
End If 
·3 chmct'.9 cf answer i(l level 1 
Fort = I To 8 'set lime limit colour clock to function 
lf press(cnt) = O And level.Caption = " I" Then 
time(t - I ). Visible = True 
Wait 3500 
End If 
If prcss(cnt) = O And level.Caption = "2" Then 
time(t - I). Visible = True 
Wait 3200 
End If 
ff press(cnt) - 0 And level.Caption = "3" Then 
time(t - I ). Visible = True 
Wait 2800 
End If 
marks Click 
animation_ Change 
End If 
Next t 
Endtf 
End Sub 
Private Suh nnimu1ion hungc() 
If morkn t Thl!n 
ITruc. Visible True 
'cal I marks fun cl um 
'tnggers am mat ion fimct wn 
0
1{/ vt' approprwte a11111w1um cllf111}.!t: 
'if "·''t•r ,,('/,•ct tlw currec:I tmswt•r 
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Wait 300 
End If 
lf marka ,... 2 Then 
I False. Visible = True 
True3 "" O 
levelT = O 
Wait 1500 
End lf 
lfTrueJ = 3 Then 
IThree. Visible = True 
Wait 1500 
True3 · o 
End If 
If levelT 1 O Then 
lLevcl.Visible = Trne 
Wait 3000 
levelT = o 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Suh calculate_ Click() 
calculator.Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub focdbuck Click() 
fccdbnck. Visihlc True 
Chapter 6: System Oc:vd\lP'lJ~nt and Implementation 
'if user select the wrong answer 
'if user give 3 correct answers in a row 
'if U.\'er Ktve all correct tmsw~r.,· 111 tin· 
particular level 
'tngµ.ers tile calculator fact!1ty hy c/1ck111p_ 
rite calculawr 1co11 
'the calculator screen shown 
'the fecdhaclr. screen shown flt tit<! end of the 
~amt' 
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fbnumber.Caption = Vol(numistake) 
fbscorc.Caption = Val(morks) 
If marks >= 99999 Then 
tb4.ForeColor = &HCOCO& 
congrat. Visible = True 
congrat.Caption = "Congratulations!" 
'Ilk ' f t'<.'<>rd of rhtt. game shown 
'!{ lLf>er obtain the highest score = 
99999. feedback form shows the 
appropriate game record, message 
and graphic 
fb3 .Caption = "Hey! You have won the game with the ...... " 
fb4 .Caption -= " Highest score == : GOLD key for you!" 
fbscore.Alignment = I 
tb5.Caption .., "You have master in multiple choice module for algchric nddition and 
subtraction." 
excel. Visible = True 
End If 
If marks >:: 80000 And marks < 99999 Then 
fb4 .ForeColor s.. &HEOEOEO 
congrat. Visible =- True 
congrat.Cnption ... "Good, Keep it upl" 
'if i1.\·er obtam the score from 80000 
to 99998, f eedback form shows the 
appropriate game record, message! 
and graphic 
lb3.Caption "You finish the gnme with the ...... " 
lb4.Cnption " Score : SILVER key for you!" 
tb5.Cuption "You nearly mnstcr in mult iple choice module for algebnc addition 
and ~uhtmct ion." 
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average. Visible True 
End If 
If marks >= 60000 And marks < 80000 Then 
fu4 .ForeColor = &H80FF& 
congrat. Visible = True 
congrat.Caption :::: "Not bad, good try! " 
'if user obtain the score from 60000 
to 79999, f eedback form shows the 
appropriate game record, message 
and graphic 
fb3.Caption - "You fini sh the game with the ..... . " 
tb4.Caption -s " Score = : BROWNZE key for you!" 
fb5.Caption - "You almost master in multiple choice module for ulgebric addition 
and subtraction." 
average. Visible :1 True 
End If 
If marks >= 40000 And marks < 60000 Then 
fb4 .ForeColor • &ltFFOOOO 
congrat. Visible - True 
congrat.Caption "No good, watch up!" 
'if u.rnr obtain the score from -10000 
to 59Y99. f eedhm:k f orm shows the 
appropriate game record. message 
and grapl11c 
fb3.Caption "You finish the game with the ...... " 
fb4.Caption '' Score BLUE key for you!" 
1h5.Coption "You hnvc not yet master in multiple choice module for algebric 
llddition und . uhtruction " 
avcrngc. Visible True 
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End If 
If marks >-= 20000 And marks < 40000 Then 
fb4 .ForcColor = &HCOOOCO 
congrat. Visible = True 
congrat.Caption = "You've Fail!" 
'if user obtain the score from 20000 
to 39999, f eedback form shows the 
appropriate game record, message 
and graphic 
fb3 .Caption = "You finish the game with the ...... " 
fb4 .Caption = " Score ::z; : PURPLE key for you!" 
tb5.Caption ~ "You did badly in multiple choice module for algcbric addition nnd 
subtraction." 
average. Visible =- True 
End If 
If marks < 20000 Then 
congrat. Visible ... False 
fb3 .Caption ... "You end up with ...... " 
'tf user obtam the scor11 /es.\' than 
20000, feedback form shows !ht' 
appropntlle game record, message 
and graphic 
fb4.Cnption .A " Score • : NO key for you!" 
tb5.Cnption .., "Why so CHAAA one? You've fail in multiple choice module for 
algebric addition nnd subtraction, DO something!" 
cha. Visible • True 
End If 
End Sub 
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Private Sub marks Click() 
If markc = I Then 
markc ::r 3 
Chapter 6: System 1Xvel flpq1f nl und Implementation 
'add c>r dt·dut'I marhfrom the total marks 
'lf 11. t.!r make: a correct choice 
marks.Caption "'" Yal(marks.Caption) + Val( mark l ) 'marks added to the total 
levelT levclT 1 I 
True3 - True3 1- I 
ffTrue3 = 3 Then 
marks 
'if user make 3 correct choices in a row 
marks.Caption = Val(marks.Capt ion) + I 555 'bonus marks are added to 
the total marks 
End If 
If I eve IT IO Then ·if user make correct du >1cc f or all q 11t ·st ums 
in the particular level 
marks.Caption - Val(marks.Caption) 1 I 0000 'more bonus marks nre added 
End If 
End If 
If markc -= 2 Then 
markc .. 3 
numistakc numistakc 1- I 
to 1he lo/a/ marks 
'if the user make the wrong ch01ce or f u ll to 
make any chmce he.for<' the 111111! /111111 
expired 
marks.Cuption Val( murks.Caption) - Vul(mark I ) 'marks ure deducted /ram the 
total marks 
If mnrks · 0 Then 
murks 0 
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End If 
End If 
Private Sub start . Cl ick() 
If (start.Caption = "Exit") Then 
chapter I menu.Show 
Unload Me 
Else 
start.Caption == "E;xit" 
reset 
End If 
End Sub 
Public Sub simply() 
Chaptt!r 6: System De dopmi:nt and Implementation 
'if user click 'exit' button 
'quit from the multiple choice 
module, the chapter menu for 
chapter ONJ},' shown 
'the 'start ' hullon chan~e it's /ahel 
/() ·1~~rtl ' 
'call the reset jimcl 1011 In d1splt~\ ' 
new q ue.,·11011 
'sy.\·tem randomly pick ques/1011 from the 
dawhuse 
rnndq - FonnatNumbcr(Rnd • (highcode - lowcode), 0) + lowcodc 
........ . .. . 
End Sub 
6.2.4 Cha11ltcrl S.frm form file 
The intcrfocc for subjective module in chuptcr ONE appear when 
'Subjective· button 0 11 the chuptcr menu screen. 
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'Purpose: User play the subjective gnme. 
Private Sub reset() 
If cnt >= 0 And cnt < 8 Then 
level.Caption = " I " 
lowcode = 0 
highcode = 35 
lf cnt = 0 Then 
time = 180 
End If 
End If 
If cnt >= 8 And cnt < 16 Then 
level.Caption "2" 
lowcode -= 36 
highcode - 70 
If cnt = 8 Then 
time = 150 
End If 
End If 
If cnt >= 16 And cnt < 24 Then 
level.Caption "3" 
lowco<lc .2 71 
highcodc .z. I 05 
If cnt 16 Then 
time! 120 
End If 
End If 
'retrieve new question from the database 
and di.i;p/c~} ' it on the screen. 
'set level of difficulty to level 1 
'set time limit to 180 second,· - 3 minutes 
'set level of dtfficulty to l<!vel 2 
'set 11111e limit to I 50 second,· 2.5 m111111es 
'set level ofdl}]iculty to level 2 
'set t ime limit to 120 second" 2 m111111es 
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Simply 
lf cnt ~ I Or cn1 = 9 Or cnt :· 17 Then 
For tt = 0 To 220 
If time >= 0 And atquit == 2 Then 
'random~, . pwk the question from the 
d a ffl ha!i t1 
'set the lime limit digital <;lock to function 
timem.Caption ~ FormatDateTime(time / 1440, vbShortTime) 
Wait 1000 
time = Val(rime) - I 
End ff 
Next tt 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub animation_ Change() 
If marka = 1 Then 
ITrue. Visible = True 
Wait 300 
Endlf 
ff marka == 2 Then 
!False.Visible r: True 
True3 = o 
levclT ,.. o 
Wait 1800 
End If 
lfTrue3 • 3 Then 
IThrcc.Visihlc True 
Truc3 o 
Wnit 1500 
'give appropriate animation clumgt.: 
'if user .\'11bmit the correct (l/1.\'Wl!r 
'if user submit the wrong answer 
'tf user suhmit the corre~·r am wer f or 3 
questums in u row 
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End If 
If levelT = 8 Then 
ILevel. Visible - True 
levelT = O 
Wait 3000 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub marks Click() 
If markc = I Then 
markc -c 3 
Chapter 6: System ~v<;lopment and Implementation 
'if wwr suhmil the correct answer for all the 
quest101L~ m the particular level 
'add or deduct marks/mm the IOtal marks 
'if the user submit the correct answer 
marks.Caption = Val( marks.Caption) + Val( mark 1) 'mark:oi are added to the 10111/ 
levclT - lcvelT + I 
True3 = True3 1- I 
numq = numq + 1 
If Truc3 ~ 3 Then 
marks 
. .. 
'if the user suhmil correct answer for 3 
questions in a row 
marks.Caption - Val(marks.Caption) 1 2000 'bonus marks are ad<t •d to 
End If 
If level'!' - 8 Then 
the toral marks 
'tf tltc IL\'er .whm11 corrt!cl answer for all rlu: 
questions w1thm thr por11c11lar lrve/ 
murks. uption · Vul(nrnrks.Cuption) 1 I 0000 'more ho1111.\· mark. are added 
to tit<! Wtal mark\' 
nnd If 
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End If 
1 f markc = 2 Then 'l(rlw wwr submit the wrong answer 
markc "=' 3 
marks.Caption = Val(marks.Caption)- Val(mark l) 'marks are deductedfrom the 
total marks 
If marks <=- 0 Then 
marks = 0 
End If 
End ff 
End Sub 
Private Sub skip_ Click() 
answer. Text a "" 
reset 
End Sub 
Public Sub simply() 
For A = 0 To 23 
'if the user click 'skip to ne.xt qw.:stwn!/ · 
bull on 
'another quest um to di.'PltJY 
'system randomly pick question from the 
database 
randq ci FormatNumber(Rnd • (highcode - lowcodc), 0) t lowcode 
... ... ... ... 
End Sub 
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6.2.5 Cha11tcrl F.frm form filt• 
The interface for falling bricks module in chapter ONE appear when the user click the 
'Falling Bricks' button on the chapter menu screen. 
'Purpose: User play the fa ll ing bricks game. 
Private Sub brick Click(index As Integer) 
brick( index).BackColor = vbGreen 'set the selected brick to green colour 
End Sub 
Private Sub left I_ Click() 'triggered when user press 'z ' key 
For X == 0 To 7 
If brick(X).BackColor = vbGrccn Then 
brick(X).Move brick(X).Lcfl - 300 'shiji the selected hrl('k 300 p ixels tn 
the leji side 
End Sub 
Private Sub right I_ Click() 'triggered when user press 'c ' key 
For X = O To 7 
ff brick(X).BackColor - vbGrccn Then 
brick(X).Move brick(X).Lcft I 300 '.'ihifi the selected hl'lck 300 pixels to 
the right .v1de 
End If 
Next X 
End Sub 
p · 
nvntc Sub mc>vcs hungc() 
If Right( mo cs.Tc~t . I) "!.''Then 
lot\ I Click 
'for the user to move the .\elcctc•d hru:k 
'tf llsl'r pres., ·:'key 
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EndJf 
If Right( moves.Text, I) - "c" Then 
rightl_Click 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Suh brickfall() 
For index = 0 To 7 
'if user press ·c key 
'the bricks will fall automatical/y when the 
game start 
lfbrick(index). Visible = True And brick(index).Top < 57 IO 
And quitauto - 2 And cnt <= 36 Then 
brick(index).Move brick(index).Left + 0, brick(indcx).Top ~ 50 
Wait 40 
Endtf 
' the brick fall in the rntc of 50 pixel for 
every 40 ms 
If brick(index).Top >= 5710 And brick(index).Top < 6000 And quitauto - 2 Then 
brick(index).Top = 5760 
brick(index).BackColor = vbBluc 
End If 
Next index 
End Sub 
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6.2.6 Chapter I P.frm form file 
The interface for puzzle module in chapter ONE appear when the user cl ick the 'Puzzle' 
button on the chapter menu screen. 
'Purpose: User play the puzzle game. 
Private Sub OK_ Click() 
If (OK.Caption = "Next") Then 
OK.Caption = "OK" 
Reset 
Else 
OK.Caption = "Next" 
Marking 
animation_ Change 
Endtf 
End Sub 
'User click 'OK ' to submit the solved p uzzle 
or click 'next' to ask j(Jr next puzzle board 
'if user click 'next ' bullon 
'another puzzle hoard to he solve 
'if u.\·er click 'OK ' bull on 
'call the markrng fim l·t /011 10 mark the 
submitted puzzle 
l1ivate Sub p_DragDrop(indcx As Integer, Source As control, X As Single, Y As Single) 
lf p(index).BackColor :: vbGrcen Then 'if u.fier drop a p tc=le piece 11110 a 
already-fl/Jed squart! 
temp.Caption .. p(index).Caption 
p(index).Caption • Source.Caption 
Sourcc.Cuption tcmp.Coption 
Sourcc. Onck olor vbGrccn 
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End If 
lf p(index).BackColor r- vb Yellow Then 
Source. Visible = f'alse 
Source.BackColor - &HFFOOFF 
p(index).Caption ..... Source.Caption 
p(index).BackColor = vbGreen 
End If 
End Sub 
· ~l user drop a puz=fe piece into a 
y ellow blank square 
'the pu::=le piece is now disappear 
'the blank square now take the value 
of the puzzle piece 
'the y ellow square is now turn green 
The rest of the . frm files, which arc not shown here includes chupter2mcnu. f rm, 
chapter2M.frm , chapter2S.fnn , chapter2F.frm , chapter2P.frm. chapter3mcnu.frm, 
chapter3M.frm , chaptcr3S.frm, chaptcr3F.frm, chapter3P.frm , calculator.fnn and 
confirmexit. frm. 
Two of the .bas fil es, which are also not shown here include delay.bas and audio.bas. The 
Purpose of deley.bas file is to support the wait function used in the .frm file function. 
While the audio.has file supports the play sound function used in the . fnn file function. 
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6.3 Documcntntion 
Program documentation is a set of written descriptions that explain to the reader what the 
program docs and how to do it. Internal documentation is a deseriptive material written 
directly within the source code, while all other documentations are regarding as external 
documentation. 
Internal documentation refers to comments within the codes, it provides information that 
identifies the program, describe its data structures, algori thms and control flow. The 
header comment block approach is used to provide above-mentioned information. In 
Visual BASIC 6.0, the comment tag is', each comment in the VB script must begin with 
the comment tag •. 
External documentation is a part of the overall system documentation. At the time the 
features were written, much of the rationale for the function structure ond llm hn. 
already been detailed in the design documents section. 
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CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing and debugging arc cri tical elements in a system development process. The 
purpose of system testing is to discover bugs and defects that present in the system. A 
System testing will only be recognized as successful only if errors are detected. 
Generally, system testing is focusing on: 
7.J 
• Demonstrate that the software has been implemented and has met the software 
requirement speci fi cation. 
• Show that errors handling has been done. 
• Reveal difTerent classes of errors and introduce the solution for each error. 
• Report on any bugs that cannot be resolved. In this case, the programming 
language bugs. 
EMG for Algebra Under T~tcd 
For the EMO for Algebra computer game, the unit testing, intC{,'Tation testing and sy. tcm 
testing has been carried out to test for game's errors. The EMO for Algebra has being 
tested based on the following generic characteristic: 
7.2 
• The process sta rts from the main menu, then branches to three chapter menus, and 
finally the gaming modules for those chapters. 
• The hight ight of the testing process is the unit test for each module. 
• Both White Box testing method and Black Box testing method arc u~cd. 
Unit T~clng 
l'hc highlight of the tcstinu process for t::MG for Algebra is the unit test for every gaming 
OlO<fulc. There urc 12 gnming modules to be tcstcc.J. Besides, there 1s a ·1 lelp on EMG for 
Alg~brn ' function to ho tested, hut it is relotively !> implc. 
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The system has undergone different testing techniques which is White Box testing and 
Black Box testing . 
.!!Jack Box Testing 
Black Box testing is a sofiware testing technique that is done focusing on the software 
functionality without go through the source code. It is a test case design method that uses 
the control structure of the procedural design to derive test cases. 
The EMG for Algebra has being tested by a few person, they are my frjends and my 
housernates, who has no ideas on what programming is. They just guide by the developer 
(myself) on how to launch the game and select gaming module by clicking buttons. They 
Will simply select any gaming modules to play and some of them might not follow the 
normal flow as the developer expect. The testers might start a gaming module and do not 
know what to do next, here of course the game system will proceed and waiting for the 
tester to play, or else the system set the tester to lose the game if the tester continue to 
Wait until the time limit expired. 
Then the developer will give further instruction to the tester so that he/she can start to 
play the game. The tester play the game after knowing the aim of the gnmc and the 
control button used. During the process of this testing, anything can happen, for instance, 
the tester might suddenly click 'Exit' hutton to quit the module while the game is going 
on half way. 
l'h' ts process can check whether the module be able to cope with such sequence of flow, • 
Which the system are suppose to support any action that user done without fail. The 
system should not ' hang' or present wrongly while the tester gives an unexpected mouse 
er 
•ck or key press. 
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Herc, I would like to tnkc the fo il ing bricks module to nssist my explnnation: 
The looping fu nction in the fa lling bricks module is executed at the beginning of the 
game (after the user press ' stan ' button) unt il the game ended. The loop function 
supposes to end also if the user quit the module halfway on the game. 
However, the first time when l carried the unit test for falling bricks module, the looping 
function can' t stop even the game ended and cause the system to hang. I detected the bug 
and solved it. But later l found the system hang again when the user try to quit before the 
game ended. Therefore, I have to add another logic statement before the looping function 
to check weather the user still carry on the falling bricks module. If the user already quit 
the module, the loop should be stopped. 
Besides, the user is free to solve or select any brick fi rst and the other one later, the 
sequence of bricks selected and solve by the user should not bring signi ficunt effects to 
the system. The total marks collected and the bricks fa ll ing rate should not nfTcct by the 
sequence mentioned above. 
Black Box testing usually starts after the modules nearly developed and nlrcady 
undergone White Box testing. 
~Box Testing 
White Box Testing is the technique that exercised by soHware tester focus on the 
functional requirement of the soft ware. l lere, the soflware tester wi ll navigate through nil 
the code of the system line by line and performing data debugging in detail. 
This technique is actually cost a lot in terms of time consuming. The tc. ter has to 
Understand the effect of every single line of code and the combination of it. Therefore. 
the tester hus to use the debugger to step into the execution of the program ln the uni t 
testing process of EMG for Algd,ro, the White Box testing technique applied to all 
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modules. By this way, the tester cnn tmce out the port ions of pwgram. which do not work 
as expected. 
White box testing attempt to find errors on the data validation in the system. Besides, it 
wills also checkout all the logical decision in detai l. The tester is debugging based on the 
flow of the game and system's respond to the user's input. The testing and coding was 
repeated again and again until the expected result obtained. 
Here, I would I ike to taJce the puzzle module for example: 
When user playing puzzle module, there are few possibility can happen, 
I. User places the correct puzzle piece into the yellow blank square 
2. User places the wrong puzzle piece into the yellow blank square 
3. User replaces another puzzle piece (which is the correct pu1.zlc piece) into the 
already-filled square 
4. User replaces another puz.7.le piece (which is the wrong puzzle pit!co) into the 
already-fit led square 
5. User drops the pu12lc piece outside the pU72 lc board. 
6. User does not place any puzzle piece into the yellow blank square. 
Well , following the above situation, the system respond should be: 
I. Marks are added to the total marks if the user clicks 'OK' button to submit the 
puzzle board. 
2. Marks ore deducted from the total marks if the user cl icks 'OK' button to submit 
the puzzle board. 
3. Marks nre udded to the total marks if the user clicks 'OK' button to submit the 
puzzle honrd. 
4. Marks urc deducted from th~ total marks if the user clicks 'OK' button to submit 
the puule bonrd. 
5. The pur.1.lc piece uutomotically pluccd hack to its 1nitml location. system sounds a 
wnrning tone to tho u$cr. 
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6. It is consider user place n wrong puzzle piece to the hlnnk square. Marks are 
deducted from the total marks if the user clicks ·QK' button to submit the puzzle 
board. 
Ok, that is what l expected the outcome of the system before debugging. But I found the 
system respond such a way: 
Marks were not deducted when user does not place any puzzle piece into the blank 
square. Next, when the user drops the puzzle piece outside the board, the puzzle piece 
disappears. 
Consequent of this, 1 have to step into the code line by line to find out the missing loop 
and do the correction there. 
White Box testing is generally focus on source code of the system. A s the re~ult , tester 
Will more concentrate to check the missing functions or invalid function that occun; in the 
system. Besides, redundant functions were list out and will be removing from the system 
to reduce the complexity of the code. 
7.J Integration Testing 
In short, Integration Testing is u process to verify that all the elements that compose the 
PrOduct can run together. Integration testing was carried out for EMG for Algebra games 
system to ensure that the sequence of chapter menu calling and gaming module call ing 
are always work consistently. 
For the case of EMG for Algebra, the integration testing process is the simple one. Since 
the lllodules in the system are nearly independent from each other, the testing cycle does 
not focus on this part. 
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Integration testing for EMG for Algebra is focusing on two n. pects. 
I. User can travel from the higher hierarchical interface (main menu) to second 
higher hierarchical interface (chapter menu, ·help on EMG for Algebra' function) 
and to the lowest hierarchical interface (gaming modules). Vice versa, user shall 
be able to return to the higher hierarchical interface by clicking those exit buttons. 
2. The execution of each modules shall not affect the others, all modules' execution 
are independent from each other. 
There are two approaches for exercising the integration testing. It is call incremental 
integration strategy, the bottom-up integration and regression testing approach. And for 
EMO for Algebra, bottom-up testing has need used. The main reason that this approach 
being chosen was because simple to implement. 
For the first aspect of EMG for Algebra integration testing focus, the tester wi ll check the 
system based on the algorithm: 
I. User double-clicks 'EMGforAlgebra' icon on the desktop: main menu screen 
appears. 
2. User clicks, 
2.1 'chapter I ' button: chapter menu Chapter ONE appears 
User clicks, 
2.1.1 ' Multiple Choice' button: Multiple Choice Module gaming interface 
appears 
User clicks, 
2. 1.1 I 'Start ' button: Multiple choice game starts 
2. I. 1.2 ·Exit ' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter ONE 
2.1.2 'Subjective ' but1on: Subjective Module gurnmg interface appears. 
User clicks. 
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2.1.2.1 'Stort ' button: Su~jective gnmc ~tans 
2.1.2.2 'Exit ' button: game ends, return 10 chapter menu Chapter ONE 
2.1.3 ' Fall ing Bricks' button: Fall ing Bricks Module gaming interface 
appears 
User clicks, 
2.1.3. 1 'Start' button: Falling bricks game starts 
2.1.3.2 'Exit ' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter ONE 
2.1.4 ' Puzzle' button: Puzzle Module gaming interface appears 
User clicks, 
2.1.4.1 'Start' button: Puzzle game starts 
2. 1.4.2 'Exit' hutton: game ends, return to chapter menu Chnptcr ONl1 
2. 1. 5 'Exit Chapter' button: Return to main menu screen 
2.2 'chapter 2' button: chapter menu Chapter TWO appears 
User clicks, 
2.2.1 ' Multiple Choice' button: Multiple Choice Module gaming interface 
appears 
User clicks, 
2.2.1.1 ' Start ' button: Multiple choice game starts 
2.2. 1.2 'Exit' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter TWO 
2.2.2 'Su~j cct ivc' button: Subjective Module gaming interface appears. 
User click~. 
2.2.2.1 'Sturt ' button: Subjective game starts 
2.2.2.2 'Exit ' button: gnmc cndti. return to chapter menu Chapter TWO 
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2.2.3 ' Fall ing Bricks' button: Fnll ing Bricks Module gammg interface 
appears 
User clicks, 
2.2.3.1 'Start ' button: FalJing bricks game starts 
2.2.3.2 'Exit' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter TWO 
2.2.4 ' Puzzle' button: Puzzle Module gaming interface appears 
User clicks, 
2.2.4.1 'Start' button: Puzzle game starts 
2.2.4.2 'Exit ' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter TWO 
2.2.5 ' Exit Chapter' button: Return to main menu screen 
2.3 'chapter 3' button: chapter menu Chapter THREE appears 
User clicks, 
2.3. l 'Multiple Choice' button: Multiple Choice Module gaming interface 
appears 
User clicks, 
2.3.1. l 'Start' button: Multiple choice game starts 
2.3.1.2 'Exit ' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter THREE 
2.3.2 'Subjective' button: Subjective Module gaming interface appears. 
User clicks, 
2.3.2.1 'Start' button: Subjective game starts 
2.3.2.2 'Exit' button: gume ends, retum to chapter menu Chapter THREE 
2.3.3 ·Fo il ing Oricks' button: 17nlling Bricks Module gammg interface 
UPJ>t!Hf'S 
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User clicks, 
2.3.3.1 'Start ' hutton: Falling bricks gnme starts 
2.3.3.2 'Exit ' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter THREE 
2.3.4 ' Puzzle' button: Puzzle Module gaming interface appears 
User clicks, 
2.3.4.1 'Start' button: PU2Zle game sta.rts 
2.3.4.2 'Exit ' button: game ends, return to chapter menu Chapter THREE 
2.3.5 'Exit Chapter' button: Return to main menu screen 
2.4 'Help on EMG for Algebra' button: Help on EMG for Algehrn screen 
appears. 
User clicks, 
2.4. l 'OK' button: Return to main menu screen 
2.5 'Exit GAMES' button: reconfimexit dialog box appears 
User clicks, 
2.5.1 'Yes, l quit now' button: system quits 
2.5.2 ' No, bring me back' button: return to the mnin menu screen 
For the second aspect of EMG for Algebra integration testing focus, the tester will play 
around all gaming module again and again without quit the system, the system respond 
tnust consistent each time the tester playing the same gaming module 
7
·
4 System Testing 
Systcrn testing is o sorics of different tests whose primary purpo c is to full excrc1 e the 
cornputcr-hn~cd system. 
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EMG for Algebra has undergone system testing focused on n few Gharacteristic as shown 
below· 
• Functjonal testing 
The purpose of functional testing is to ensure the system fulfill functional requirements. 
The game is played by some invited tester who has no idea on computer programming 
and do not know what is happening at the development side. The system is suppose to: 
1. Display proper mathematical question according to which gaming module that the 
tester is currently in. 
2. Add marks and show appropriate message whenever user give a correct answt:r. 
3. Deduct marks, show the correct answer and appropriate message whenever user 
give the wrong answer. 
• Performance testing 
EMG for Algebra is designed to respond fast and accurate to the user' s input. 
The system has to include graphics, audios and animations to fulfi ll the multimedia 
specification. The message to acknowledge the user about his/her current performance 
has to be concise and precise, but the correction respond to the user' s wrong answer hns 
to pause for a while. 
• Stability testing 
The system olso tested for its stabil ity, which the system was left by itself without user 
input for a long period of time. The system then proceeds by counting the time limit and 
assumes user gives the wrong answer when the time limit expired. The gaming module 
then show the score O nt the end of the game and buck to the chapter mc:nu. waiting for 
next step from th~ user. The system is found still ready for use when the tester come back 
to Click the buttons on the chapter menu screen. 
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7.5 Database Tc.-.ting 
The database testing for EMO for Algebra also very simple. The database for EMG for 
Algebra is a ' open database' , nit hough the database is read only from the system point of 
view, the user actually can open the database table and do the modification on the 
records. 
The tester open the database table and add mathematical questions as well as the answer 
to the table, then the tester save the modification and launch the EMG for Algebra to test 
the database. The newly added questions have the equal chance to be picked as the 
displayed question on the screen. 
During the database testing, the tester also has to make sure that the question retrieved 
does not display at the wrong chapter or wrong module or wrong level of di lliculty. 
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CHAPTER 8: SYSTEM EVALUATION AND 
CONCLUSION 
8.t Project Objective Achieved 
The main objectives of developing this Educational Mathematics Games (EMG) For 
Algebra are as below: 
I. To enable the players enJ OY themselves throughout the learning process by 
play ing EMG For Algebra computer games. The algebra topic will no longer be 
bored and dull but full of fun and challenging. 
This objective achieve through pullin?, the mathematical </11<.:.'ittuns m tlw c•xerds1• hooks 
appear live in the Ji>rm of computer game. A xame to play 1s certainly more fim um/ 
challenging compare to the homework to do. 
2. To train the players think fost and have confident with their own answers. The 
players are much encouraged to come out with their own 'shortcut' wny (any 
other alternative way) of solution methods, rather than j ust memorize the 
textbooks all the time. 
This ob1ec11ve aclueve through the 1111plementatwn <if tum.: lmw concept m the ·')'Siem 711e 
lime 1111111 ccmCl'pl appears to :f"on·c1 • tlte players to find the tr way ollf 111 ordl'r IO ohtm11 
higher score. 71re players have I<> hear tn mmd that they can never nhtam hella .w:ore if 
they do 1101 11.vc the tr undcrstmulm~ <d al?,chm C<mc:ept lo 1111swer tire q11e.,·1wm. 
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3. To implant the lntcst technology (computer nided and multimedia) into the 
mathematics learning process. To enable plnyers knm on their own rate and up to 
their full potent ia l. 
'l'lie players will now f eel answering the mathematical questions is not to pleasure their 
teachers or parents, hw for 1heir own heneflts. They learn while playing the game at their 
own pace without i111erf erence f rom the others. 
8.2 System Strengths 
Below are the strengths of EMO for Algebra computer game system that contribute in 
achieving the objectives stated above. 
Easy to Launch 
User double clicks on the 'EMGforAlgebra' icon to launch the game. There is no need to 
remember any password or user ID. 
Simple and User-Friendly Inte rface 
The Graphical User Interface in EMO for Algebrn is easy to understand and uscr-
friendly. The interface designed to suit a wide spectrum of user, especially to the 
secondary school students. The user should be able to play the game even without 
reading the user manual. What the first-time visitor needs to do is to trouble one of 
hisfher friends (who had already knew how to play the game) for less than 5 minutes. 
Otherwise the first-time visitor can just simply click on the buttons to find his/her own 
Way. The user can ulso rcud the help text in the ' I lclp on F.MG for Algcbm' function The 
help function button is placed on the main menu screen. 
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Effective Error ltccovcry 
EMG for Algcbrn is a read only system. The word ·read only' here means, the user 
cannot input any data or records into the databa. e. Thu~ , when we talk about the system 
error recovery, we already ruled out the possibility of system fault caused by invalid data 
inserted into the database. The only reason of system error for this system is the user 
clicks the wrong button or presses the wrong key. However, no matter which key or 
button that the user wrongly presses, it is recoverable. For example, if the user wrongly 
clicks the 'Puzzle' button instead of 'Exit Chapter' button when the user actually intend 
10 return to the main menu. Then the user can easily quit the Puzzle Module and then 
click on the ' Exit Chapter' button as he/she wish. 
System Available 
Since EMG for Algebra is a stand-alone system, it is always avai lable whenever the PC is 
on. The database of this system is read only and thus ruled out the problem caused by the 
database locked by another module or user. 
Easy to Do Database Maintenance 
Users are able to do housekeeping for database maintenance. They can create, add. 
lllodify, update and delete the mathematical questions and test it with the game system. 
The users are allowed to open the database and update the data inside. Each record (the 
lllathematical question) in the database is independent from each other. 
Able To Edit The Mathematical Questions To Suit The Standards of Different 
Users. 
The teachers or parents or unyboc.ly who can read the user manual, be able to edit the 
lllathcmatical questions in the database. according to the standard of their student~ or 
Children. 
1
"
0 r example, there is n Subjective question in chapter ONE: 
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Well, this question is actually designed for the secondary school student, if the parents 
want to modify the question to suit their children which in primary school, they can 
change the question to the following fonn : 
A· 11 = 19 4A - 33 + 9 = , 
Thus, the question becomes easier. 
Feedback Screen 
The game system shows a feedback screen at the end of every gaming module. The 
feedback screen shows: 
1. The number of questions that the user has answered. 
2. The number of mistakes that the user has done. 
3. The total marks (score) that the user obtains. 
4. The key award that the user get. 
5. Appropriate message shown. 
6. Appropriate graphic shown. 
In short, the feedback screen will let the user knows about his/her achievement in the 
Particular gaming module. The feedback screen design is in such a way to congratulate 
th<>se who has master the particular gaming module, to motivate those who has not. and 
to give some advice for those who did badly in the game. 
Fast R~pond to User Input 
ihis is nctuolly o very importunt requirement for all computer games. EMO for Algebra 
resr>onsc fost to ovcry user input. From the screen loading point of view, every menu 
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screen and gaming module interface cnn be londcd within 2 seconds after the user's 
action. 
The system responses even foster when the game started. For example~ when the user 
press Enter key to submit the nnswcr for a subjective question, the system be able to 
decide weather the submitted answer is correct/wrong, then marks should be 
added/deducted, show appropriate animation and show the correction of the answer (if 
USer submit the wrong answer) within half a second. Therefore, in the user point of view, 
the system is said to response immediately after user input. 
8.J System LimitJltions 
Due to project boundaries, there are some limitations in EMG for Algebm computer 
Bame system. The limitations arc as stated below: 
Lack of Detail Research and Prototyping Work 
i he EMO for Algebra system development project has to he fi nished with in 2 semesters, 
therefore it is quite impossible for me to go in very detail research and prototyping work 
When developing the games. 
i he sequence of lack of research and prototyping work is the developer never knows 
What the majority wants the system to be. 
Covers Only Part or Secondary School Syllabus 
This game covers only basic part of the world of algebra EMO for Algebra fail ed to 
cover the whole secondary school syllabus but j ust port ion of it. Therefore, the teachers 
and the secondary school students cunnot totally replace their exercise books ' ith th is 
snme. 
Although the pl\.'-u11iversity student u11d college student arc listed as the sy. tern'. target 
User, the questions in the dutnba ·c 11ctuully do not enter for their tandard, mo. tly 
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questions arc too simple for them. 1 lowcvcr, the ' c~n try on EMG for Algebra as to 
revise their simple algebra problem solving skill. 
Limited Modules 
Only four gaming modules for each chapter, which are multiple choice module, 
subjective module, fall ing bricks module and puzzle moduJe. For those youngsters who 
are 'computer game expert ' might get bored if they take EMG for Algebra as an usual 
arcade game, instead of an educational game. 
Limited Number of Qu~tion 
Due to the time limit factor, there arc limited variety of questions in the databases. The 
user could have gening bored after playing many rounds in the same module because the 
questions keep on repeating. 
8.4 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
Qifficulties In Choosing A Development Technology, Programming l,,anguage and Tools 
There are many software tools avai lable to develop a software game system currently as 
Stated in the earlier chapters. Choosing a suitable technology and tool was a critical 
PTocess as all tools have their strengths and weaknesses. In nddition, the avai labi lity of 
the required tools for development is also a major consideration. A tough decision arises 
in choosing between JAVA and Visual BASIC to develop my system. 
So!u11011"': 
Advises nnd views were sought from project supervisor, course mates nnd even seniors 
engaging in similor project. Furthermore. surfing the Internet ond visiting the document 
roorn helped to clnrity some doubts. 
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.Qetennining Scope of Th!( System 
When I was about to proposed my system. I faced a tough time to decjde the scope of my 
project. I really couldn ' t make up my mind, weather to propose a huge system or to scale 
down my project I also wondering I should focus on the algebra or geometry or else 
aspect. 
Solutions: 
I surf the Internet to visit more mathematical game sites. From there I get some ideas on 
how an educational mathematics game shall look like. Then, I consulted my project 
supervisor, course mates and seniors. Finally, I decided on the scope of my project with 
the advices from my supervisor. 
~oerience In The Chosen Programming Language 
Since l has no prior knowledge of programming m Visual f3/\S IC, tht:rc wns an 
Uncertainty on how to organize the codes and grnphicol user interfocc by using VO 
language. I had only the duration of less than 3 months to pick up VB lnnguagc do the 
COding for the entire system. I got a bit miserable on how to start the hard coding, and 
Which module to develop first? 
Solutions: 
l borrowed a book from my friend to study Visual BASIC 6.0. The book is Programming 
in Visual BASIC 6.0 by Julia Case Bradley and Anita C. Millspaugh. This book has 
became my handbook to assist me throughout the coding process. Besides, I dmvnloaded 
SOme sample source code from the In1cmet for my reference purpose. The MSDN library 
also helps me a lot in my coding process. 
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8.5 Future Enhancement 
Future enhancement can be done to make the system more attractive {\nd cater for more 
users. 
,. Updating The Database 
More mathematical questions can be added to the database, so the question prompt up to 
the user wi ll not keep on repeating. The questions already in the database can be modified 
to suit different level of users. f.or instance, the primary kids or for the undergraduates. 
' 
' Attractive Buttons 
The buttons interface can be modified to become more attractive. The appearance of the 
buttons can be customized for EMG for Algebra to replace the current unifonr1 
rectangular buttons. 
). Attractive Animations and ounds 
More graphic movements, cartoons and sounds cun be edited and inserted into the 
system. 
). More Gaming Modules 
More gaming modules can be added to the EMG for Algebra. For example, mathematical 
chess module, treasure hunt module or other multiplayer gaming modules can be added to 
lllake the game more interesting. 
).. Attractive llclp creen 
More features such us text animations, graphic movements and games demonstration can 
be irnplemcntcd to the ' I lclp on EMG for Algehra' facility. 
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~ Interface to Monitor T he Dntnhnsr 
A database monitoring interface can be created for the purpose of updating database. The 
user needs not to ex it the system in order to modi(y the database. 
);. Extend to Other Aspect of Educational Game 
The concept of EMO for Algebra can be extended to more educational aspects. The 
system can be modjfied to come out with EMO for Geometry, EMG for Chemistry and so 
on. 
~ Keep user record 
One more feature can be added to the system to keep user score each time after user plays 
the game. This is to enable the user to check his/her achievement compare to the previous 
one. 
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8.6 Conclusion 
EMG for Algebra system has nchieved and fulfilloo the ohjcctives a,nd requirements as an 
educational computer game system ns specified during system analysis. The students, 
teachers, parents and anybody else who wish to use the system can do so by installing the 
8pP1ication into their personal computer. EMG for Algebra can be regarded as a new 
teaching aid to help those who easily get bored with their exercise books. 
l learn a lot throughout the process of doing this project This includes knowledge in 
Visual BASlC programming technique, monitoring database, implementing audio, 
graphics and animations into the system and so on. 
After finished developing the system, I began to realize that even though programming 
skills and techniques are important in development, good software engineering 
techniques must also be applied. Here, theories and knowledge gained throughout the 
course of computer science studies like system analysis, design and softwnre engineering 
Were literally put into practice. 
Finally, there are much more rooms for improvement in my system as f stated down in 
the section of ·Further Enhancement' . I hope that, more and more made in Malaysia 
educational software can emerge in the future for the benefit of our younger gcncrntions, 
by the way I will continue to work on this. hopefully. 
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